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Research on the field of bio-imaging has experienced rapid progress due to its 
application in diagnosing human tumors non-invasively. The usage of non-ionizing 
light presents trade-off between a safer imaging modality and a much limited depth 
and lateral resolution. This limited performance is mainly due to the highly-scattering 
nature of most biological tissues that distorts the imaging information carried by the 
propagating light. This is why the study of scattering processes in the scattering 
medium is of paramount importance in improving the current bio-imaging technology. 
 
Several theories such as elastic, quasi elastic and non-elastic scattering theory have 
been developed to describe different types of scattering processes. Nevertheless these 
theories are only good in describing the scattering processes in a medium in which the 
probability of scattering is relatively low. However, this is not the case for most 
biological tissues.  
 
A better theory to describe the light propagation and scattering processes is the one 
that is based on the linear transport equation. The theory takes into account average 
optical properties of the medium such as the scattering coefficient, absorption 
coefficient, and anisotropy factor. Nonetheless it is not always straightforward to solve 
the equation analytically, especially when the medium has a complex geometry and 
irregular boundary condition.  
 
One other way to solve the linear transport equation is by using Monte Carlo method. 
This method is more geometrically flexible and statistically accurate via problem-
 v 
solving through simulation governed by the stochastic principle based on the random 
sampling processes and the optical properties of the medium. 
 
In this study, such simulation method is employed to simulate light propagation inside 
a scattering medium. A new mechanism based on directional cosine is developed to 
simulate photon propagation through different planes within the context of a 
reflectance mode confocal microscope based on a 4-f optical system. Several types of 
aperture such as circular, semi-circular and annular aperture are introduced into the 
microscope system. The spatial distribution, spatial frequency distribution and phase 
space profile of the scattered photons under different circumstances are observed and 
discussed.  Statistics of the number of scattering events in different circumstances 
under different types of aperture are also discussed.  
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The past decade has witnessed the rapid progress of research in the optical imaging 
area,1 especially in the context of imaging an object hidden in a turbid medium. This is 
in part due to the potential application of optical imaging to diagnose human tumors 
non-invasively.2 In contrast to the well-known imaging modalities such as X-Ray, 
optical imaging uses non-ionizing light as the avenue to carry the imaging information 
of the object under observation. Thus optical imaging is relatively much safer than 
other modalities using ionizing light. This however has a consequence in the much 
limited depth and lateral resolution when imaging a hidden object in a turbid medium. 
Due to the highly scattering property of turbid media, light experiences deviation on its 
path of travel inside a medium. This leads to the distortion of the light spatial profile 
that carries the imaging information. Techniques have been developed to tackle this 
problem. One of the most widely known is the technique used in confocal microscope.3 
In a confocal microscope, a small pinhole (point) aperture is used in the 
detection/image plane. Similar ideas to use apertures/masks at different planes have 
also been studied elsewhere.3,4 These apertures act as a spatial filter/angular gate to 
block highly scattered out-of-focus light. Interestingly, due to the physical nature of 
the optical system, the aperture filters light in different manners according to which 
plane in which it is placed. 
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1.2 Objectives and Organization 
In this study, investigations have been carried out to better understand the spatial 
dynamics of the scattered light from a medium at different planes of observations with 
and without the presence of an aperture. By analyzing the spatial profile and the phase 
space of light at different planes, better appreciation of the scattered light is acquired, 
which will be valuable in improving the imaging technologies.  
 
This report is organized as follows: The second chapter provides background 
knowledge on light scattering theories and the different approach needed to describe 
scattering processes in a turbid medium. The third chapter describes the Monte Carlo 
method used in this study; its sampling processes and algorithm. The fourth chapter 
presents the experimental model; the optical system to be considered and the 
experimental models to achieve the objective. The fifth chapter discusses photon 
profiles presented from the experiments. The last chapter concludes the study by 
giving a summary and suggesting some future extension to the study. 
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2 Light Scattering 
2.1 Types of Scattering 
Scattering of light is a phenomenon widely observed in nature,5 for example: the blue 
color of daytime sky and the red color of sunset sky. In the biomedical field, scattering 
processes are of paramount importance in identifying various optical properties of 
different kind of biological medium, especially tissues. One of its important 
applications is in the biomedical diagnosis to differentiate normal tissues from 
abnormal tissues such as malignant tumors.1  
 
In general, scattering is an optical process whereby the direction and/or wavelength of 
the incident light wave are altered. This alteration is due to collisions of 
light/photons with particles or centers of inhomogeneity in the medium. Thus 
scattering can only occur in a heterogeneous medium. Depending on the light 
wavelength and on the nature of the scattering medium such as its size, density, and the 
state of the centers of inhomogeneity, researchers have classified the scattering 
processes into several types:6  
1. Elastic Light Scattering 
This kind of scattering events changes only the direction of the light propagation. 
The photon energy and the frequency of the initial light remain unchanged. The 
scattering of light by particles that are small compared to the light wavelength 
(< 0.1 λ) can be described by the theory of Lord Rayleigh. On the other hand, it is 
Mie theory that explains the scattering of light by large particles more accurately. 7 
2. Quasi-Elastic Scattering  
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Also known as dynamic scattering, this is a scattering process by moving objects. 
Light scattered in this manner experiences a slight change in frequency according 
to the Doppler effect.8  
3. Non-Elastic Scattering  
Non-elastic scattering occurs when light interacts with vibrational modes of 
molecules in the medium or with an acoustic wave. The former is called Raman 
scattering9 and the latter is Brillouin scattering.10 
 
2.2 Light Scattering in Turbid Medium 
The three scattering theories described in the previous section are good to describe the 
scattering processes in a medium in which the probability of scattering is relatively 
low.6 However their solutions become very complicated when it comes to describing 
scattering processes in a dense or turbid medium where not only multiple scattering 
events occur but also absorption processes where light is attenuated and transformed to 
another form of energy as it travels inside the medium. Some examples of such 
medium are biological tissues, clouds, fogs, etc. In such cases a different and more 
realistic approach is needed. One such approach is the description of the light 
scattering processes inside a turbid medium as a propagation of photons using 
averaged properties of the medium according to the linear transport equation.11 The 
three most important optical properties in this approach are the scattering coefficient, 
sµ , the absorption coefficient, aµ , and the anisotropy factor, g.  
 
The scattering coefficient and absorption coefficient determine the path-length of 











=  (2.2) 
 
where ls and la are the average lengths between scattering and absorption events 
respectively. 
 
On the other hand, the anisotropy factor determines the direction of the scattering 
deflection angle, θ. The relationship is governed by the following equation: 
 
( ) ( )∫= pi ϖθϕθ4 cos, dpg , (2.3) 
 
where φ is the scattering azimuthal angle, p(θ,φ) is the probability distribution for the 
cosine of the deflection angle cos(θ), and ( ) ϕθθϖ ddd sin=  denotes the element of the 
solid angle. A value of 1=g  implies that only forward scattering events take place. A 
value of 1−=g  implies that only backward scattering events take place. And 0=g  
implies that the scattering is isotropic, which means the scattering angles are 
distributed evenly in all directions. 
 
According to the light transport equation, the light propagation inside tissue can be 
described by solving the Boltzmann equation:11 
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where L is the radiance (power per unit area and unit solid angle) in the position 
defined by vector rr in the direction Ω
r
 at time t, the function f( Ωr , Ωr ’) is the scattering 
phase function describing the scattering probability of photons traveling in direction 
Ω
r
 into a new direction Ω
r
’, v is the speed of photons in the medium, and µt is the 
interaction coefficient of the medium which equals to (µs+ µa). 
 
The left hand side of equation 2.4 refers to the flux of photons that escape from a 
certain volume element. This loss consists of the change of the photon distribution 
function, loss of photons through the boundary surface, absorption, and scattering. The 
right hand side of the equations refers to photons that enter the volume element. These 
consists of gains from scattered photons from other locations and from a possible light 
source. 
 
The linear transport equation can be solved analytically or numerically. However as 
the medium becomes more complex, the solution to the equation becomes complicated 
as well. In such a case, an approximation might need to be considered. A linear 
approximation of the linear transport equation is called photon diffusion equation:11 
 












+Φ+Φ∇⋅∇− µ , (2.5) 
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where ( )tr ,rΦ is the fluence rate defined in the position described by vector rr and in 
time t, ( )trS ,r is the fluence rate of the source, and D is the diffusion coefficient 
( ( ) sgvD µ−= 13 ). 
 
The photon diffusion equation is an approximation based on the assumption that 
scattering dominates the processes, that the scattering events are totally isotropic in 
nature, that the volume is far from the boundary and any light source, and that photons 
reaching the photo-detector are random. The photon diffusion equation is popular 
because it allows the calculation over various geometries. Finite elements can also be 
employed to solve the equation. 
 
Another important and valuable approach in the linear transport paradigm is by using a 
Monte Carlo simulation. Instead of trying to solve the transport equation either directly 
or through approximation, the Monte Carlo method simulates the processes described 






3 Monte Carlo Modeling of Light Propagation in 
Turbid Medium 
3.1 Overview 
For decades, simulation based on the Monte Carlo method has been widely used to 
solve many physical problems.12 Because of this history, many tissue optics 
researchers have used this method to simulate the propagation of light in tissue for 
years now.13-17 This method is valuable since it is able to give a prediction of what 
happens when light interacts with tissue of different properties and with different 
optical systems, especially when performing an experiment or getting a sensible 
analytical solution is hardly possible. Monte Carlo is based on a stochastic model 
whereby the value of the physical quantity we are interested in is determined by the 
expected value of a certain random variable(s). In tissue optics that would mean the 
light is treated as photons and its propagation is based on a random walk. 
 
The main advantage of using the Monte Carlo method are its ability to tackle complex 
geometries while its main disadvantage results from its statistical requirements, that 
leads to long computing time to obtain accurate result. Nevertheless this disadvantage 
can be tackled by improved computing power or using more efficient algorithms. 
 
3.2 Random Sampling Processes 
There are at least two random sampling processes required to simulate light migration 
in a turbid medium. The first one is the sampling free path length, l (which denotes the 
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distance traveled between two adjacent scattering events). The second one is the 
sampling scattering angles; the deflection angle, θ, and the azimuthal angle, φ. These 
sampling processes are not straightforward, firstly because they have their unique 
probability density functions that will be sampled by using uniform computer-
generated random numbers. Secondly, it is because they have different ranges of 
values that will be sampled by using random numbers in the range between 0 and 1. 
  
For a given random number 1χ  of the variable χ  in the interval (a,b) and its 
normalized non-uniform probability density function ( )χp , 1χ  can be sampled to a 








dp  or 11 ξ− , for ( )1,01 ∈ξ . (3.1) 
 
With this equation, the previously mentioned random sampling processes can be 
derived. 
 
3.2.1 Sampling Free Path Length 
The photon free path length, l, in the turbid medium is dependent upon the scattering 
and absorption coefficients of the medium. Its probability density function is given as 
follows:14 
 
( ) ( )lttlp µµ −= exp , (3.2) 
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where µt is the interaction coefficient of the medium, and l is the free path length of the 
photon.  
By using equation (3.1), an expression for a sampled value, l1, based on the random 
number ξ  is then: 
 
( ) ( )1exp110 exp lt
l
dlltt µµµξ −=∫ −= . (3.3) 
 
















3.2.2 Sampling Scattering Angles 
The scattering angles describe the direction by which the photon will propagate after a 
scattering or absorption event occurs. There are the deflection angle, θ and the 
azimuthal angle, φ to be sampled statistically.  
 
For the sampled deflection angle, a probability density function of its cosine is used. 
Jacques, et al.,18 suggested that the density function originally introduced by Henyey-




















gp , (3.5) 
 
where g is the anisotropy factor mentioned in the previous chapter. 




















































where ξ  is a random generated number over the interval (0,1). 
 
The case for azimuthal angle is rather straightforward since it is uniformly distributed 
over the interval 0 to2pi. The sampled azimuthal angle is then expressed as: 
 




3.3 The Algorithm 
3.3.1 Initialization 
Each photon is first assigned a 3-D coordinate vector rr  and a 3-D directional vector 
µr  to describe its spatial position and the direction of its propagation, respectively. The 
spatial position uses the Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) and the directional variable 
uses the 3-D direction cosine system (µx,µy,µz). µx, µy, and µz are the cosines of the 
angle between propagation vector rr  with each respective x, y, and z axes. In order to 
represent a correct unit directional vector, it is required that the direction cosines are 
normalized as follows: 
 




Each photon is also assigned with a unit weight in the beginning that represents the 
energy or intensity of the photon. This weight variable will be used in the absorption, 
reflection, and in the detection processes. It is also used to increase the accuracy and 
speed of the simulation. 
 
3.3.2 Photon Launching 
The photon is first initialized at a position on the interface of the medium and its initial 
position vector, 0r
r
, is set to be (0,0,0), making it as the reference point. Assuming a 
normally incident collimated beam, the photon direction vector, 0µ
r
,  is set to be (0,0,1) 
which means that the photon is launched along the z-axis. 
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To simulate the photon entrance into tissue, specular reflectance is taken into 
consideration. In the case of a normally incident collimated beam, the specular 











= , (3.9) 
 
where n1 and n2 are the refractive index of the ambience and of the medium, 
respectively. Otherwise, the Fresnel formula5,14  is applied to obtain the specular 
reflectance as follows: 
 


















































oldspnew WRW −= 1 . (3.11) 
 
After the initialization, photon launching, and specular reflection calculation, the 
photon is now ready to enter the medium. Once it is in the medium, its free path length 
or step size is then calculated based on equation (3.4). The photon then travels as far as 




)/( currentzcurrentcurrentnew distrr µµ
rrrr
+= , (3.12) 
 
where dist is the distance in the z direction that separates current position and the target 
position (in this case dist is equal to the step size l1) and currentzµr  is the z-component of 
the current directional vector currentµ
r
. 
Once the photon is at the new position, its weight is updated due to the absorption 
















The photon is now ready to be scattered. The scattering angles are first calculated by 
using equations (3.6) and (3.7). This information then must be translated into the 




























By applying equation (3.12), the photon then propagates to the new location with the 
new direction. 
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3.3.3 The Exiting Photon 
Every time a photon is about to travel to a new location, it is checked whether the new 
position is actually outside the medium. In that case, the photon is transported to the 
boundary or interface of the medium with the ambience and the remaining step size is 
stored. It is then verified whether there is an occurrence of total internal reflection (TIR) 
where the photon is reflected back due to its incident angle being larger than the 
critical angle. The Fresnel formula of equation (3.10) is applied to get the value of R(αi) 












 If TIR occurs, the direction of the photon is changed to be: 
 
( )zyxnew µµµµ −= ,,r  (3.16) 
 
and the photon then completes the travel with the remaining step size in the new 
direction. Otherwise, the photon is transmitted out and the remaining weight is 
recorded. 
 
3.3.4 Photon Termination 
A weight threshold is imposed for the photons. For every photon with weight below 
the threshold value, the photon then undergoes a termination process. In this report, a 
termination process based on Russian Roullete14 is adopted. Instead of directly 
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eliminating photons with minute weight below the threshold value, a second chance 
probability to survive is given to such photons. A random number, ξ, is generated and 
if it is less than or equal to a certain chance-number (1/m), that specific photon would 
not be eliminated. Instead, it is re-weighted by multiplying its existing weight m times 
(to recompense the previous m non-zero weight photons that have been discarded). 
This technique helps the simulation to follow the energy conservation principle and 
thus be more accurate by not discarding all photon with small, yet non-zero, weight. 
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4 Experimental Model 
4.1 System and Implementation 
A reflectance-mode confocal microscope based on a 4-f optical system is considered 
for the study (see Figure 4.1). The Monte Carlo method14 discussed in the previous 
chapter is implemented, and methods of ray tracing based on geometrical optics and a 
direction cosine system21 are proposed. They are used for simulating the light 
propagation inside and outside the medium, respectively. The ray tracing techniques 
employed, which include a incident beam focusing into the tissue and photon 
propagation through the planes of observation such as objective plane (ObP), focal 
plane, (FoP), back focal plane (BFP), and detector or image plane (ImP) are described 
in more details below. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Diagram of the reflectance mode confocal microscope based on a 4-f optical system 
considered in this study. Light source with diameter D incident to an objective plane (ObP) before being 
focused to the focal plane (FoP) inside the turbid medium. The reflected light is then transmitted 
through back-focal plane (BFP) and then to the detector at the image plane (ImP). 
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Initially, the photon is launched from its assumed random position 
),,( 0000 zyxr =
r
with a direction of propagation )1,0,0(),,( 0000 == zyx µµµµ
r
. The 
initial random position is obtained from the assumption of a plane wave beam. The 























where D is the diameter of the beam; ξ1,ξ2 are uniform random numbers in the interval 
(0,1); 00 ,φD  are the 2-D polar coordinates of the photon and 00 , yx  are the 2-D 
Cartesian coordinate of the photon in the 0zz =  plane. 
 
The photon then propagates towards the medium through the objective plane (ObP). 
Once it arrives on the objective plane (ObPin), the direction of propagation of the 
photon is altered and focused to the focal plane inside the medium. If the focal length 
of the objective lens is fL1, the directional vector of the photon prior entering the 



















































µr . (4.2) 
 
To analyze the back-reflected photons in the back focal plane (BFP), the propagation 
direction and position of the photons immediately after passing through the objective 
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plane (ObPout) must be adjusted accordingly. The new direction vector at BFP, BFPµr , is 




ObPObPBFP outout −++= µµµµ
rrrr







































































 is the direction vector of the back-reflected photon from the medium 
prior entering the objective plane (ObP), fObPoutµ
r
 is the direction vector to the focal 
plane for photons at 
outObPr
r
, and )( z−µ
r
 is the direction vector parallel to the z-axis. The 
vectorial proof is illustrated in Figure 4.2.  
 
To analyze the spatial profile of photons on the image/detector plane, a slightly 
different expression than the one used by Schmitt15 is proposed. Instead of using the 
angle of emergence with respect to the x/y meridional plane, a more reliable and 














 are the position vectors of the photon on the detector and objective 




Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram of the 4-f optical system. A photon enters the medium from its initial 
position rin with ObPin with direction µObPin. Due to the scattering nature of the medium, the photon does 
not return to ObP at rin*. Instead it reaches ObP at rout with direction vector µObBPout. To get to the BFP, 
the correct expression for µBFP is needed. By a vectorial approach, we can get the expression on the 
right top corner of the figure. 
 
In this study, tracking of the photons is limited to photons which have experienced 
fewer than 100 scattering events. To obtain a more enhanced back-reflection response 
of the system, a mirror embedded inside the medium is simulated. It has often been 
used to demonstrate the confocal effect and to measure the sectioning strength.3,15 This 
would mean every time the photon reaches or crosses the mirror line, it is then 
reflected back according to the same equation as equation (3.16).  
 
 
4.2 Model Verification 
There are two aspects involved in modeling light propagation in this study. The first 
aspect is on the light propagation inside the medium where the light experiences 
multiple scattering events. This aspect is simulated by using a Monte Carlo software 
package developed by Wang, et al.14 The second aspect is on the light propagation 
outside the medium which includes the photon initialization, propagation into the 
BFP 
(z=-d-fl) 

























medium, as well as the photon propagation through various planes of observation 
outside the medium such as ObP, BFP, and ImP. This aspect is simulated by using 
geometrical optics principle based on directional cosine system.  
 
Since the verification of the first aspect has been extensively reported elsewhere, 14 we 
will only discuss the verification of the second aspect in this report. There are two 
ways to verify the second aspect: one is by verifying the axial response of the model 
against the geometrical optics theory and the other one is by verifying the spatial as 
well as the angular distribution profile of the reflected photons at various observation 
planes. The first verification on the axial response will be done in this section, while 
the second verification will be discussed throughout Chapter 5 (especially Section 5.1). 
 
To observe the axial response of the model, the reflecting mirror inside the medium is 
shifted and the detected photons, i.e., photons on the image plane which are within the 
pinhole area, are counted. For comparison, a calculation to simulate this axial response 
of a confocal microscope based on geometrical optics is derived (see Figure 4.3). 
Assuming the index-matched case, the portion of light which are detected on the 
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where z is the changes of the mirror position in z-axis, phd  and lensd  are the diameter 
of the pinhole and objective lens respectively, and lensf  is the focal length of the 
objective lens. 
 
Figure 4.4 shows the corresponding axial response from both the modified Monte 
Carlo simulation (red circle) and the geometrical optics verification model (blue line). 
phd  was set to be 10 µm, lensd  was 6 mm, and lensf  was 8.6 mm. The microscope 
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effectively then has a numerical aperture of around 0.33. As can be seen from Figure 
4.4, the model agrees with the calculation based on geometrical optics. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of the axial response of the confocal microscope due to a displacement of 
an embedded reflecting mirror inside the medium. The projected out-of-focus image due to the  
displacement  is shown with yellow box. The axial response of the microscope is taken as the ratio of 
pinhole area and the projected out-of-focus area in the image plane (ImP).
ImP 
BFP ObP FoP 
Incident light 
Projected Image 







Figure 4.4 Comparison of Geometrical Optics theory with the Monte Carlo simulation results in the index-matched situation. Inset is of the same data, zoomed at its peak to 
see the agreement of the results.  
 





















































Profile of detected photons in a Confocal Microscope with NA=0.3488377, dph=5µm, nair=nmedium=1
GeomOpt: NA=0.3488377,dph=5µm
MC Result





































rofil  f t ct  t s i   f c l icr sc  it   = 0.33, dph = 5 µm, nair = nmedium = 1 
             GeomOpt: NA= 0.3 , dph = 5 µm 
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4.3 Experimental Models 
There are four different models considered in this study. Model 1 focuses on the 
analysis of the spatial dynamics of the photons on different planes of observation. 
Three cases with scattering coefficient of 0.0, 1.7, and 5.1 mm-1 are considered, labeled 
respectively as Cases 1, 2, and 3. Case 1 is intended to give the standard profile of the 
spatial photon distribution when there is no scattering event occurring. Case 1 can be 
considered as the control case. On the other hand, Case 2 and Case 3 are meant to 
show the dynamics and irregularity due to the scattering processes, especially their 
various distributions of the photons on different planes.  
 
Model 2 to Model 4 introduces apertures into the system of Model 1. Model 2 
considers the effect of placing a circular aperture on the objective plane (ObP), the 
back focal plane (BFP), and the image plane (ImP) separately. In this model only Case 
2 are chosen for the study and only the profiles of photons on ObP, BFP, and ImP are 
studied. 
 
Model 3 studies the effect of placing semi-circular half apertures, which was 
introduced by Koester23. The first analysis for Model 3 is done when semi-circular 
apertures are placed on ObPin and ObPout. After which, the analysis is carried out for 
the case in which the semi-circular apertures are placed on ObPin and BFP. Only Case 
2 is considered in this section. 
 
Annular apertures4,22 are introduced in Model 4. Its treatment follows that of Model 3.  
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In all the experimental models and cases, every photon is tracked in order to obtain 
information on its spatial position, its spatial frequency (which is represented by the 
direction cosines µx, µy, and µz), its scattering history, and lastly its remaining weight. 
This information is then used to plot: the spatial distribution profile in xy, the spatial 
frequency profile in µxµy, the phase space profile which combines both spatial position 
and frequency, and the scattering events histogram. These plots will be discussed in the 
next chapter. 
 
The parameters of both the optical system (Table 4.1) as well as the turbid medium 
(Table 4.2) in this study are set to be similar to the parameters used by Schmitt.15 The 
selected anisotropy factor of 0.92 refers to the dominant forward scattering events 
which is common in biological tissue with micro-spheres particle of 1.05 µm in 
diameter. The scattering coefficient of 1.7 and 5.1 mm-1 corresponds to the optical 
depth of 1 and 3, respectively.  
 




Lens distance to 
Medium surface (dist) 
Pinhole diameter 
(dph) 
8.6 mm 6 mm 8.036 mm 10 µm 
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5 Results and Discussion 
5.1 Model 1: Cases without Aperture 
5.1.1 Case 1 (Control, when µ s = 0.0 mm-1) 
Figure 5.1 to Figure 5.3 show the photon profiles in the case where no scattering 
occurs. The photons are indicated with black dots. From Figure 5.1, it can be seen that 
the spatial distribution of the photons in ObPin, ObPout, and BFP are all similar, i.e.: a 
circle field with diameter of 6 mm (diameter of lens). This means the photons are 
distributed inside the spatial boundary limit set by the lens and this is consistent with 
what is expected. This is easy to understand for the case of photons at ObPin and 
ObPout planes where the lens is placed, but it is also true for photons at BFP (see Figure 
4.2). On the other hand, the spatial distribution profiles at FoP and ImP are just a single 
point, as also expected for light perfectly focusing into the focal plane, FoP, or into its 
conjugate, the image plane, ImP.  
 
In Figure 5.2, the spatial frequency profiles of the photons are also in a circular shape 
pattern, except for the spatial frequency profile of photons at BFP which is just a single 
point. The circular shape shown in the profiles at ObPin, ObPout, FoP, and ImP 
indicates that the photons are either directed to or directed from all directions 
depending on the sign of their respective µz. On the other hand, the single dot in the 
spatial frequency profile of photons at BFP means that the photons are propagating 







Figure 5.1 Spatial distribution profiles of the photons on different planes of observations in a non-







Figure 5.2 Spatial frequency distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a 
non-scattering medium ( )1mm0.0 −=sµ .  The photons are illustrated by black dots. 
 
A more interesting observation can be seen in the phase space profiles of the photons 
(Figure 5.3). A phase space profile provides not only the spatial information (x, y 
component) of a given set of photons, but it also provides the directional information 
(spatial frequency µx, µy). A note is to be taken here that without loss of generality and 
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due to visualization constraint, only the 2D sections (the x, µx profile) of the full 4D 
plots of the x, y, µx, µy components of the photons is used in this report. 
 
The phase space profile of photons at ObPin (top left, Figure 5.3) explains that the 
photons are distributed uniformly in a circle centered at the z-axis and directed toward 
a single point. This is obtainable from the gradient of the line in the profile as well as 
the magnitude of the axial components, x and µx. The negative gradient of the line in 
this case means that the photons are converging to a point. The magnitude of ± 0.313 
in the spatial frequency, µx, means that the point of convergence is located at the focus 
point ( )mm 564.0=−= dfz l  and the magnitude of ± 3 in the spatial position, x, 
means that the photons are propagating from a circle of radius 3 mm. Since the plots of 
y,µy resemble those of x,µx, it is sufficient to analyze either one in the context of this 
report. 
 
A brief note should also be presented here to explain the non-uniformity found on the 
width of the phase space profiles in Figure 5.3. It is basically due to how the positional 
and directional variables were set up. From equation (4.1) and (4.2), we then have: 
 













piξξµ . (5.1) 
 
From this equation it is clear that the non-uniformity is contributed by the cosine terms 
and the two random numbers used. Basically there is a nonlinearity introduced by the 
large value for the angles, and the thickness of the line in Figure 5.3 is caused by the 
variations in the y,µy coordinates. These effects are small. We will see later that they 
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become larger when we introduce scattering but that when apertures are introduced 
into the exit path of the system, they become negligible (see Figure 5.6 and Figure 
5.12). These effects are related to the difficulty in defining quantities such as the 






Figure 5.3 Phase space profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a non-scattering 
medium ( )1mm0.0 −=sµ . The photons are illustrated by black dots. 
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5.1.2 Case 2 and Case 3 (when µs = 1.7 and 5.1 mm-1, respectively) 
In Cases 2 and 3, the photons experienced some scattering events inside the medium. 
Hence their profiles are different from those of Case 1. Figure 5.4 to Figure 5.9 exhibit 
these changes. Photons that are not scattered at all are labeled with yellow dots. 
Photons that experienced one scattering event are labeled with red dots, two scattering 
events with magenta dots, three scattering events with blue dots, and photons 
experiencing more than four scattering events are labeled with black dots. Please note 
that this labeling is applied only for Case 2 and Case 3. It is also not applicable for any 
profiles observed at ObPin. As can be seen in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.7, the spatial 
distribution profiles of the scattered photons are much broader compared to their 
respective non-scattered profiles in Case 1 (Figure 5.1). On the other hand, the non-
scattered photons (yellow dots) in the spatial distribution profiles in Figure 5.4 and 





Figure 5.4 Spatial distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 
medium ( )1mm7.1 −=sµ . 
 
From Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.8, it can be seen that the scattering has also affected the 
spatial frequency profiles and this is apparent from the spreading of the photons’ 
direction angles from their respective non-scattered angles in Case 1 (Figure 5.2). This 
phenomenon is better explained by the phase space profile. From the x-axis magnitude 
of the phase space profile (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.9), it is obvious that there are many 
photons that are located very far away compared to their non-scattered position as 
given in Case 1.  
 
For example, the phase space profile of photons at FoP (top left, Figure 5.6) indicates 
that there are photons that are not successfully directed to the focus point 
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( )dfzyx l −=== ,0,0 . Some portions of the photons are seen to be attracted to the upper 
right and lower left of the phase space; thus making a positive gradient trace. This 
indicates photons that hit the focal plane at a much larger coordinate relative to the 
focus point have larger deviation angle (µx magnitude bigger than ± 0.313).  This 
phenomenon can be observed at other planes of observation as well. In general, the 
profiles in Case 3 are dominated by photons scattered more than four times due to 
higher scattering coefficient µs of the medium. Nevertheless the overall pattern of the 




Figure 5.5  Spatial frequency distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a 










Figure 5.7 Spatial distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 





Figure 5.8 Spatial frequency distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a 





Figure 5.9 Phase space profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering medium ( )1mm1.5 −=sµ . 
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5.2 Model 2: Cases with Aperture  
The effect of placing a circular aperture at ObPout, BFP, and ImP is considered 
separately. The diameter of the aperture placed at ObPout or BFP is chosen to be 6 mm 
(the same diameter of the lens) and the radius of the aperture placed at ImP is 5 µm 
taking into account the focused nature of photons at the ImP. Only Case 2 is being 
considered in this section, as the behaviors of the profiles in Case 1 are straightforward. 
 
5.2.1 Circular Aperture at ObPout 
Effects of placing a circular aperture at the output objective plane (ObPout) are shown 
in Figure 5.10 to Figure 5.12. The aperture blocks all photons at ObPout that lie outside 
its circumference (Figure 5.10). This, in effect, changes the spatial distribution profiles 
of the photons at other planes of observation as well. While the aperture perfectly 
filters out photons outside its perimeter, it does not clean out all photons which have 
relatively wide angles (large µx or µy value) compared to their respective non-scattered 
angles in Case 1 (Figure 5.11). From the phase space profile in Figure 5.12, the effect 
of the aperture on spatial position as well as direction of the photons is clearly 
exhibited. For photons at ObPout, the phase space profile shows that there are no 
photons which are positioned outside a radius of 3 mm from the center. It is also clear 
from the figure that there are some photons that have a direction cosine larger than 
0.313 (i.e. the boundary limit of spatial frequencies in Case 1). The effect of the 
aperture on the photons at BFP and ImP is rather interesting if viewed from their phase 
space profiles. Both phase space profiles show that the aperture at ObPout is not 
perfectly blocking photons outside their respective non-scattered domain (both spatial 
as well as frequency domain). Nevertheless, what are rather fascinating are that the 
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pattern of photons passed through at ObPout is preserved in the pattern of phase space 
profile of photons at BFP or ImP (Figure 5.12). At a closer look, the phase space 
profile patterns at BFP and ImP are bounded by equation: 
313.01043.0 ±= xxµ  (5.1) 
Note that the gradient of the equation is the same as the gradient of the line-pattern of 
phase space profile of photons at ObPout in the Case 1 (Figure 5.3). The constant of 
0.313±  in the equation is the same as the maxima of spatial frequencies of photons in 
Case 1. The range of values for the direction cosine for a given value of x is thus 0.616 
for any x, as can be seen from the ray diagram of Figure 4.2. 
   
 
 
Figure 5.10 Spatial distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 
medium ( )1mm7.1 −=sµ
 





Figure 5.11 Spatial frequency distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a 





Figure 5.12 Phase space profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 
medium ( )1mm7.1 −=sµ  with a 3 mm circular aperture at ObPout. 
 
5.2.2 Circular Aperture at BFP 
A circular aperture placed at BFP works in a similar manner to the aperture placed at 
ObPout (compare Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.13). The major difference is that the 
aperture placed at BFP blocks photons with large µx or µy value at ObPout or ImP well 







Figure 5.13 Spatial distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 





Figure 5.14 Spatial frequency distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a 





Figure 5.15 Phase space profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 
medium ( )1mm7.1 −=sµ  with a 3 mm circular aperture at BFP. 
 
5.2.3 Circular Aperture at ImP 
A circular aperture placed at ImP is basically equal to having a pinhole in the confocal 
microscope system. The effect of this pinhole to the spatial distribution of photons at 
other observation planes is similar to the effects yielded by the other apertures placed 
at ObPout or BFP (Figure 5.16). Nevertheless it produces a different effect in the 
direction cosine profiles of photons at BFP (Figure 5.17). The aperture placed at ImP 
seems to be very finely blocking out photons with large µx or µy value at BFP. Figure 
5.18 shows the phase space profiles of photons at ImP, ObPout, and BFP under the 
influence of a circular aperture placed at ImP. From the phase space profile, it is shown 
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Figure 5.16 Spatial distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 





Figure 5.17 Spatial frequency profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 





Figure 5.18 Phase space profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 
medium ( )1mm7.1 −=sµ  with a 5 µm circular aperture at ImP. 
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5.3 Model 3: Cases with Koester’s Semi-Circular Half Aperture 
The effect of placing two pairs of semi-circular aperture at ObPin-ObPout, and ObPin-
BFP on the scattered light at ObPout, BFP, and ImP are considered separately. The 
aperture blocks light in one semi-circular side and let through light at the other semi-
circular side. Only Case 2 is being considered in this section, as the behaviors of the 
profiles in Case 1 are straightforward. 
 
5.3.1 Semi-Circular Aperture at ObPin and ObPout 
The pair of semi-circular aperture placed at ObPin and ObPout is shown to be a good 
spatial filter of photons at ObPout as can be seen in the spatial distribution profile in 
Figure 5.19. Nevertheless it is not as good for blocking photons with larger 
angle/direction cosine. Figure 5.20 shows the surviving highly-scattered photons at 
ObPout and ImP that are outside of the aperture pattern.  
 
From Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20, it is also observed that the pattern of the spatial 
distribution of photons at ImP and BFP are the same as that of the spatial frequency 
distribution of photons at BFP, and at ObPout as well as at ImP, respectively. This 
shows the duality nature of photons which are represented by their spatial position and 
direction cosine.  
 
Figure 5.21 shows the phase space profile of the photons at different observation 
planes. The improvement made by this aperture is clearly seen when the phase space 
profile shown in Figure 5.21 is compared to that shown in Figure 5.12. Many of the 
highly-scattered photons that occupy the bottom-left corner of the phase space profiles 
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of photons at BFP and ImP shown in Figure 5.12 are significantly filtered out. Some of 
the highly-scattered photons at ObPout which have large direction cosines in Figure 




Figure 5.19 Spatial distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 






Figure 5.20 Spatial frequency distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a 





Figure 5.21 Phase space profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 
medium ( )1mm7.1 −=sµ  with a 3 mm semi-circular aperture at ObPin and ObPout. 
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5.3.2 Semi-Circular Aperture at ObPin and BFP 
In a similar way to placing a circular aperture at BFP, the semi-circular aperture placed 
at ObPin and BFP is shown to be good at blocking highly scattered photons with large 
angle/direction cosine according to the aperture pattern (Figure 5.23). However, it is 
not as good in handling the spatial distribution of the scattered photons other than the 
spatial distribution profile of photons at BFP (Figure 5.22).  
 
Similar to the previous section, the duality of the photons are still apparent. Though it 
is not the exact match, the pattern of the duality profiles is preserved (compare spatial 
distribution profile at ImP, Figure 5.22, with spatial frequency distribution profile at 
BFP, Figure 5.23). 
 
Figure 5.23 shows the phase space profile. The effect of placing semi-circular 
apertures at ObPin and BFP is different from the effect discussed in section 5.3.2. This 
time the apertures seemed to make the phase space profile sparser instead of removing 
a chunk of highly scattered photons at a certain region in the phase space profile.  
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Figure 5.22 Spatial distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 






Figure 5.23 Spatial frequency distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a 





Figure 5.24 Phase space profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 
medium ( )1mm7.1 −=sµ  with a 3 mm semi-circular aperture at ObPin and BFP. 
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5.4 Model 4: Cases with Annular Aperture 
The effect of placing two pairs of annular aperture at ObPin-ObPout, and ObPin-BFP on 
the scattered light at ObPout, BFP, and ImP are considered separately. The aperture 
blocks light that falls outside of its annular ring ( )mm3diametermm2 ≤≤ . Only Case 
2 is being considered in this section, as the behaviors of the profiles in Case 1 are 
straightforward. 
 
5.4.1 Annular Aperture at ObPin and ObPout 
Figure 5.25 shows the effect of the annular aperture on the spatial distribution of the 
scattered light. In a similar way to the performance of other aperture placed at ObPout, 
the annular aperture does not do well as an angular/direction cosine filter (see Figure 
5.26). The duality of the photons are also apparent here, for example, where the spatial 
distribution profile pattern at BFP is the same as the spatial frequency profile pattern at 
ObPout and ImP.  
 
The pattern of the effect of the annular aperture to the phase space profile is not easily 
recognized (Figure 5.27). Nevertheless, it can be seen that there are fewer highly-
scattered photons and that the profile looks sparser compared to their full circular 




Figure 5.25 Spatial distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 





Figure 5.26 Spatial frequency distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a 





Figure 5.27 Phase space profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 
medium ( )1mm7.1 −=sµ  with a 3 mm annular aperture at ObPin and ObPout. 
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5.4.2 Annular Aperture at ObPin and BFP 
The effect of annular apertures placed at ObPin and BFP is shown in Figure 5.28, 
Figure 5.29, and Figure 5.30. The phase space profile of the scattered light is this case 
is clearly shown to have a narrower line pattern and fewer highly scattered photons 
compared to the profile of the scattered light affected by a circular aperture at BFP 




Figure 5.28 Spatial distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 





Figure 5.29 Spatial frequency distribution profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a 





Figure 5.30 Phase space profile of the photons on different planes of observations in a scattering 
medium ( )1mm7.1 −=sµ  with a 3 mm annular aperture at ObPin and BFP. 
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5.5 Scattering Statistic Analysis 
The quantitative information on the detected photons from our model simulation is 
discussed in this section. Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32 below show the histogram of 
scattering events of Case 2 under the following circumstances: 
- When there is no aperture,  
- When a circular aperture is placed at ObPout, BFP, or ImP with radius of 3 
mm, 3 mm, and 5 µm, respectively,  
- When there is a pair of semi-circular aperture placed at ObPin-ObPout and 
ObPin-BFP, and 
- When a pair of annular aperture is placed at ObPin-ObPout and ObPin-BFP 
 
From the histograms, it is clear that the presence of an aperture affects the profile of 
the scattered photons, and the aperture affects the profile differently at different planes. 
In the presence of a circular aperture placed at ObPout, the maximum number of the 
scattering events are reduced to 31, from 53 when no aperture is used. A better 
reduction effect by the aperture placed at BFP brings the figure to 22. This indicates 
that a circular aperture placed at BFP is more effective in blocking scattered photons 
than one of the same size placed at ObPout. The most significant reduction, however, is 
obtained when a circular aperture is placed at ImP. It brings down the figure to only 6. 
However this is also with the cost of a much weaker signal. It can be observed from 
Figure 5.31 that the number of unscattered photon is unchanged. Nevertheless, the 
statistics of once-scattered photons goes down from the initial amount of 26% of the 
total number of photons to around 17.5%, 17.5%, and 3% for the case when a circular 





Figure 5.31  Histogram of scattering events under no-aperture and circular aperture circumstances. 
 
The histograms of the scattering events affected by semi-circular and annular aperture 
is shown in Figure 5.32. These histograms show smaller scattering numbers yet with a 
stronger signal compared to the case with circular aperture placed at ImP. The semi-
circular apertures used in this study reduce the scattering number to 24 and 15 when 
the aperture pairs are placed at ObPin-ObPout and ObPin-BFP, respectively. In these two 
histograms, the sectioning is still far from perfect, in that the number of photons 
scattered once is greater than the number of unscattered photons.  
 
On the other hand, with a slightly weaker signal, the histograms for scattered light with 
annular apertures shows perfect sectioning. The annular apertures bring the scattering 
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Light scattering plays a very important role in imaging an object within a turbid 
medium. It distorts the light carrying the image information and thus limits the 
resolution of the image acquired16,22. A better understanding of the impact of this 
process is a key to developing a better imaging modality. 
 
This study has uniquely endeavored to understand this problem by looking especially 
at the effect of scattering on the spatial and directional properties of the scattered light 
at different planes of observation within the microscope system. Phase space profiling 
has been introduced to study the spatial and frequency dynamics of the scattered light 
for enhanced comprehension. Several types of aperture placed at different planes in the 
microscope system have also been studied and discussed. The types of aperture 
considered are circular, semi-circular, and annular aperture. 
 
A Monte Carlo model describing light propagation inside a turbid medium is applied. 
In this model, light is represented in terms of photons. A new photon direction 
mechanism based on directional cosine is introduced. New mechanisms to simulate 
photon propagation through different planes within the microscope system have also 
been derived. Taking advantage of the model’s flexibility, the model is able to track 
the photons’ position, direction cosines, weight, scattering number, and path-length. 
 
From the experimental models, it has been shown that the scattered light is distributed 
differently on different planes. This observation was then investigated further by 
incorporating circular aperture to see their effects to the scattered light on those planes 
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(Model 2). The effect of placing a circular aperture at the objective plane (ObPout) is 
that it blocks scattered light that is outside of the circular aperture perimeter area, and 
it transmits photons that are less scattered compared to those let through by a circular 
aperture placed at back focal plane (BFP) to the detector at image plane (ImP). 
Nevertheless, a circular aperture placed at BFP performs well in the spatial frequency 
domain for photons at ObPout and ImP. On the other hand, the circular aperture placed 
at ImP does very well in the spatial space domain and not so good in blocking photons 
with a large direction cosine. These findings then suggest that the circular aperture 
filter will be a good spatial (or directional) filter when they are placed at the planes 
where the spatial (or directional) profile of the light shows condensation as in the case 
of ImP (or BFP). 
 
The research was then extended to study the effect of semi-circular aperture and 
annular aperture (Model 3 and Model 4, respectively) to the scattered light. Some 
profiles of this study reveal the duality nature of the light at different planes within the 
microscope system, i.e. the duality relationship between spatial information at BFP and 
angular/direction cosine information at ObPout or ImP; and the duality relationship 
between spatial information at ImP and angular/direction cosine information at BFP. 
 
From Chapter 6, it was shown that the most effective aperture system would be the use 
of a circular aperture at ImP. By adjusting the aperture/pinhole size, greater reduction 
in the scattering number can be achieved. Dependent on the pinhole size, it also 
provides close to perfect optical sectioning. Nevertheless this is at the cost of much 
weaker signal.  
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An alternative is provided by using annular aperture, since this is able to provide the 
optical sectioning property at a higher signal level. However, the trade-off is with the 
scattering number. On the other hand, semi-circular aperture method provides higher 
signal and lower scattering number at the cost of poorer optical sectioning. 
 
One might wish to develop this research to study other components or properties of 
light that are affected by scattering such as coherence path length and polarization.25,26 
The combination of such variables coupled with the improvement in the tissue 
model27,28 of the Monte Carlo simulation will prove to be a great research endeavor 
and contribution towards optimization of the confocal microscope or optical coherence 
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A1 Monte Carlo Model of Light Propagation in 
Turbid Medium under a Microscope system in C 
A1.1 Header File 
/*********************************************************** 
 *  This is a Monte Carlo model of Light Propagation in 
 *  Turbid Medium under a 4-f Reflectance Mode Confocal 
 *  Microscope System [1], developed from MCML package.[2] 
 * 
 *  Ref: 
 *  [1] C. Tjokro and C. J. R. Sheppard, “Phase Space Analysis of  
 *  Photon Scattering in Multi Planes within a Microscope System”,  
 *  Proc.SPIE , 6163, 2006 (accepted). 
 *  [2] 14. L. Wang, S. L. Jacques, and L. Zheng, “MCML –  
 *  Monte Carlo Modeling of Light Transport in Multi-layered Tissues”,  
















#define PI 3.1415926 
#define WEIGHT 1E-4  /* Critical weight for roulette. */ 
#define CHANCE 0.1  /* Chance of roulette survival. */ 
#define STRLEN 256  /* String length. */ 
#define REFLMODE 1  /* Reflection Mode System*/ 
 
 
#define Boolean char 
 
#define SIGN(x) ((x)>=0 ? 1:-1) 
 
/****************** Stuctures *****************************/ 
 
/*********************************************************** 
 * Structure used to describe a photon packet. 
 ****/ 
typedef struct { 
  double x, y ,z;  /* Cartesian coordinates.[mm] */ 
  double ux, uy, uz; /* directional cosines of a photon. */ 
  double w;   /* weight. */ 
  Boolean dead;  /* 1 if photon is terminated. */ 
  short layer;  /* index to layer where the photon */ 
    /* packet resides. */ 
  double s;   /* current step size. [mm]. */ 
  double sleft;  /* step size left. dimensionless [-]. */ 
 
  int n_scat; /* # scattering events */ 
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  int  hit_tag; /* tag-whether photon hit mirror/not */ 
  int det_tag; /* tag whether photon is detected or not*/ 
  int lens1_tag; /* tag whether photon will miss Lens 1 or not*/ 





 * Structure used to describe the geometry and optical 
 * properties of a layer. 
 * z0 and z1 are the z coordinates for the upper boundary 
 * and lower boundary respectively. 
 * 
 * cos_crit0 and cos_crit1 are the cosines of the  
 * critical angle of total internal reflection for the 
 * upper boundary and lower boundary respectively. 
 * They are set to zero if no total internal reflection 
 * exists. 
 * They are used for computation speed. 
 ****/ 
typedef struct { 
  double z0, z1; /* z coordinates of a layer. [mm] */ 
  double n;  /* refractive index of a layer. */ 
  double mua;     /* absorption coefficient. [1/mm] */ 
  double mus;    /* scattering coefficient. [1/mm] */ 
  double g;  /* anisotropy. */ 
   




 * Input parameters for each independent run. 
 * 
 * z and r are for the cylindrical coordinate system. [mm] 
 * a is for the angle alpha between the photon exiting  
 * direction and the surface normal. [radian] 
 * 
 * The grid line separations in z, r, and alpha 
 * directions are dz, dr, and da respectively.  The numbers  
 * of grid lines in z, r, and alpha directions are 
 * nz, nr, and na respectively. 
 * 
 * The member layerspecs will point to an array of  
 * structures which store parameters of each layer.  
 * This array has (number_layers + 2) elements. One 
 * element is for a layer. 
 * The layers 0 and (num_layers + 1) are for top ambient  
 * medium and the bottom ambient medium respectively. 
 ****/ 
typedef struct { 
  char  out_fname1[STRLEN]; /* output file name. */ 
  char  out_fformat1;  /* output file format. */ 
  char  out_fname2[STRLEN];  
  char  out_fformat2;  /* 'A' for ASCII, */ 
  char  out_fname3[STRLEN];  
  char  out_fformat3;  /* 'B' for binary. */ 
  char  out_fname4[STRLEN];  
  char  out_fformat4;  
  char  out_fname5[STRLEN];  
  char  out_fformat5;  
  char  out_fname6[STRLEN];  
  char  out_fformat6;  
  char  out_fname7[STRLEN];  
  char  out_fformat7; 
 
  long  num_photons;   /* to be traced. */ 
  double Wth;    /* play roulette if photon */ 
     /* weight < Wth.*/ 
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  long double d_lens;  /* diameter of lens */ 
  long double f_lens;  /* focal length of the lenses */ 
  long double dist;   /* distance lens - surface */ 
  long double d_detector; /* diameter of pinhole @ detector plane*/ 
  long double d_mirror; /* diameter of embedded mirror */   
  long double z_mirror; /* z-position of mirror in the medium */ 
 
  double dz;  /* z grid separation.[mm] */  
  double dr;  /* r grid separation.[mm] */ 
  double da;  /* alpha grid separation. */ 
   /* [radian] */ 
  short nz;  /* array range 0..nz-1. */ 
  short nr;  /* array range 0..nr-1. */ 
  short na;  /* array range 0..na-1. */ 
   
  short num_layers;  /* number of layers. */ 




 * Structures for scoring physical quantities.  
 * z and r represent z and r coordinates of the  
 * cylindrical coordinate system. [mm] 
 * a is the angle alpha between the photon exiting  
 * direction and the normal to the surfaces. [radian] 
 * See comments of the InputStruct. 
 * See manual for the physcial quantities. 
 ****/ 
typedef struct { 
  double    Rsp; /* specular reflectance. [-] */ 
  double ** Rd_ra; /* 2D distribution of diffuse */ 
   /* reflectance. [1/(mm2 sr)] */ 
  double *  Rd_r; /* 1D radial distribution of diffuse */ 
   /* reflectance. [1/mm2] */ 
  double *  Rd_a; /* 1D angular distribution of diffuse */ 
   /* reflectance. [1/sr] */ 
  double    Rd; /* total diffuse reflectance. [-] */ 
   
  double ** A_rz; /* 2D probability density in turbid */ 
   /* media over r & z. [1/mm3] */ 
  double *  A_z; /* 1D probability density over z. */ 
   /* [1/mm] */ 
  double *  A_l; /* each layer's absorption */ 
   /* probability. [-] */ 
  double    A; /* total absorption probability. [-] */ 
   
  double ** Tt_ra; /* 2D distribution of total */ 
   /* transmittance. [1/(mm2 sr)] */ 
  double *  Tt_r; /* 1D radial distribution of */ 
   /* transmittance. [1/mm2] */ 
  double *  Tt_a; /* 1D angular distribution of */ 
   /* transmittance. [1/sr] */ 
  double    Tt; /* total transmittance. [-] */ 
 
  double photon_det; /* detected photon in the detector plane*/ 




 * Routine prototypes for dynamic memory allocation and  
 * release of arrays and matrices. 
 * Modified from Numerical Recipes in C. 
 ****/ 
double  *AllocVector(short, short); 
double **AllocMatrix(short, short,short, short); 
void   FreeVector(double *, short, short); 
void   FreeMatrix(double **, short, short, short, short); 
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void   nrerror(char *); 
 
A1.2 Main Function File 
/*********************************************************** 
 *  This is a Monte Carlo model of Light Propagation in 
 *  Turbid Medium under a 4-f Reflectance Mode Confocal 
 *  Microscope System [1], developed from MCML package.[2] 
 * 
 *  Ref: 
 *  [1] C. Tjokro and C. J. R. Sheppard, “Phase Space Analysis of  
 *  Photon Scattering in Multi Planes within a Microscope System”,  
 *  Proc.SPIE , 6163, 2006 (accepted). 
 *  [2] 14. L. Wang, S. L. Jacques, and L. Zheng, “MCML –  
 *  Monte Carlo Modeling of Light Transport in Multi-layered Tissues”,  









 * THINKCPROFILER is defined to generate profiler calls in  
 * Think C. If 1, remember to turn on "Generate profiler  
 * calls" in the options menu.  
 ****/ 
#define THINKCPROFILER 0  
 
/* GNU cc does not support difftime() and CLOCKS_PER_SEC.*/ 
















#define PI 3.1415926 
#define EPSILON 0.002 
#define WEIGHT 1E-4  /* Critical weight for roulette. */ 
#define CHANCE 0.1  /* Chance of roulette survival. */ 
#define STRLEN 256  /* String length. */ 
#define REFLMODE 1  /* Reflection Mode System*/ 
 
#define Boolean char 
 
#define SIGN(x) ((x)>=0 ? 1:-1) 
 
/* Declare before they are used in main(). */ 
FILE* GetFile(char *); 
short ReadNumRuns(FILE* ); 
void ReadParm(FILE* , InputStruct * ); 
void CheckParm(FILE* , InputStruct * ); 
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void InitOutputData(InputStruct, OutStruct *); 
void FreeData(InputStruct, OutStruct *); 
double Rspecular(LayerStruct * ); 
void LaunchPhoton(double, InputStruct *, PhotonStruct *); 
void HopDropSpin(InputStruct  *,PhotonStruct *,OutStruct *); 
void SumScaleResult(InputStruct, OutStruct *); 
void WriteResult(InputStruct, OutStruct, char *); 
void PrintPhotonData(FILE*, OutStruct); 





 * If F = 0, reset the clock and return 0. 
 * 
 * If F = 1, pass the user time to Msg and print Msg on  
 * screen, return the real time since F=0.  
 * 
 * If F = 2, same as F=1 except no printing.   
 * 
 * Note that clock() and time() return user time and real  
 * time respectively. 
 * User time is whatever the system allocates to the  
 * running of the program;  
 * real time is wall-clock time.  In a time-shared system, 
 * they need not be the same. 
 *  
 * clock() only hold 16 bit integer, which is about 32768  
 * clock ticks. 
 ****/ 
time_t PunchTime(char F, char *Msg) 
{ 
#if GNUCC 
  return(0); 
#else 
  static clock_t ut0; /* user time reference. */ 
  static time_t  rt0; /* real time reference. */ 
  double secs; 
  char s[STRLEN]; 
   
  if(F==0) { 
    ut0 = clock(); 
    rt0 = time(NULL); 
    return(0); 
  } 
  else if(F==1)  { 
    secs = (clock() - ut0)/(double)CLOCKS_PER_SEC; 
    if (secs<0) secs=0; /* clock() can overflow. */ 
    sprintf(s, "User time: %8.0lf sec = %8.2lf hr.  %s\n",  
     secs, secs/3600.0, Msg); 
    puts(s); 
    strcpy(Msg, s); 
    return(difftime(time(NULL), rt0)); 
  } 
  else if(F==2) return(difftime(time(NULL), rt0)); 





 * Print the current time and the estimated finishing time. 
 * 
 * P1 is the number of computed photon packets. 
 * Pt is the total number of photon packets. 
 ****/ 
void PredictDoneTime(long P1, long Pt)  
{ 
  time_t now, done_time; 
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  struct tm *date; 
  char s[80]; 
   
  now = time(NULL); 
  date = localtime(&now); 
  strftime(s, 80, "%H:%M %x", date); 
  printf("Now %s, ", s); 
   
  done_time = now +  
   (time_t) (PunchTime(2,"")/(double)P1*(Pt-P1)); 
  date = localtime(&done_time); 
  strftime(s, 80, "%H:%M %x", date); 




 * Report time and write results.  
 ****/ 
void ReportResult(InputStruct In_Parm, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
{ 
  char time_report[STRLEN]; 
   
  strcpy(time_report, " Simulation time of this run."); 
  PunchTime(1, time_report); 
 
  SumScaleResult(In_Parm, &Out_Parm); 




 * Get the file name of the input data file from the  
 * argument to the command line. 
 ****/ 
void GetFnameFromArgv(int argc, char * argv[], char * input_filename) 
{ 
  if(argc>=2) {   /* filename in command line */ 
    strcpy(input_filename, argv[1]); 
  } 
  else 
    input_filename[0] = '\0'; 
}  
 
     
/*********************************************************** 
 * Execute Monte Carlo simulation for one independent run. 
 ****/ 
void DoOneRun(short NumRuns, InputStruct *In_Ptr) 
{ 
  register long i_photon;  
  /* index to photon. register for speed.*/ 
  OutStruct out_parm;  /* distribution of photons.*/ 
  PhotonStruct photon; 
  long num_photons = In_Ptr->num_photons, photon_rep=10; 
  double n1 = In_Ptr->layerspecs[1].n;    
  /* refractive index of medium */ 
  double z_f = (In_Ptr->f_lens-In_Ptr->dist);  
  /* the distance of focal plane from the surface of medium*/ 
  double temp; 
  FILE *file2, *file5, *file7; 
 
 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n1*z_f))<EPSILON){ /* if z_m == z_f */ 
    file5 = fopen(In_Ptr->out_fname5, "w"); 
    if(file5 == NULL) nrerror("Cannot open out-file 5 to write.\n"); 
  } /* file to store info on photons on ObPout */ 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n1*z_f))<EPSILON){ /* if z_m == z_f */ 
    file7 = fopen(In_Ptr->out_fname7, "w"); 
    if(file7 == NULL) nrerror("Cannot open out-file 7 to write.\n"); 
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  } /* file to store info on photons on BFP */ 
   
  /* file to store the axial response of the system */ 
  file2 = fopen(In_Ptr->out_fname2, "a"); 




  InitProfile(200,200); cecho2file("prof.rpt",0, stdout); 
#endif 
     
  InitOutputData(*In_Ptr, &out_parm); 
  out_parm.Rsp = Rspecular(In_Ptr->layerspecs);  
  i_photon = num_photons; 
  PunchTime(0, ""); 
 
  do {  /* routines for each photon */ 
    if(num_photons - i_photon == photon_rep) { 
      printf("%ld photons & %hd runs left, ", i_photon, NumRuns); 
      PredictDoneTime(num_photons - i_photon, num_photons); 
      photon_rep *= 10; 




 /* Simulation */ 
    LaunchPhoton(out_parm.Rsp, In_Ptr, &photon); 
    do {  /* scatters & absorps */ 
  HopDropSpin(In_Ptr, &photon, &out_parm); 
  if(photon.n_scat>=100){ /* Max. No. of scattering */ 
   photon.dead=1; 
  } 
 } while (!photon.dead); 
 
 /* Photons are migrated from the surface to ObPout & BFP */ 
 if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n1*z_f))<EPSILON){ 
  /* Migration to ObPout & storing to file5 */ 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n1*z_f))<EPSILON){  
   photon.s = In_Ptr->dist/-photon.uz; /* set step size */ 
   Hop(&photon); /* move to ObP */ 
   ReportOut(&photon, &out_parm); 
   PrintPhotonData(file5, out_parm); 
  } 
    
  /* Migration to BFP & storing to file7 */ 
  temp=sqrt((photon.x*photon.x)+(photon.y*photon.y) 
   +(In_Ptr->f_lens*In_Ptr->f_lens)); 
  /* New Direction */ 
  photon.ux+=(-photon.x/temp); 
  photon.uy+=(-photon.y/temp); 
  photon.uz+=(-1+(In_Ptr->f_lens/temp)); 
  NormCosDir(&photon); 
  photon.s = -In_Ptr->f_lens/photon.uz; /* set step size */ 
  Hop(&photon); 
  ReportOut(&photon, &out_parm); 
  PrintPhotonData(file7, out_parm); 
 } 
} while(--i_photon); 
     
#if THINKCPROFILER 
  exit(0); 
#endif 
 
  ReportResult(*In_Ptr, out_parm); 
  fprintf(file2,"%LG\t%LG\n",In_Ptr->z_mirror,out_parm.photon_det); 
  FreeData(*In_Ptr, &out_parm); 
 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n1*z_f))<EPSILON){ 
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   fclose(file5); 
   fclose(file7); 
  } 





 * The argument to the command line is filename, if any. 
 * Macintosh does not support command line. 
 ****/ 
main(int argc, char *argv[])  
{ 
  char input_filename[STRLEN]; 
  FILE *input_file_ptr; 
  short num_runs; /* number of independent runs. */ 
  InputStruct in_parm; 
 
  ShowVersion(); 
  GetFnameFromArgv(argc, argv, input_filename); 
  input_file_ptr = GetFile(input_filename); 
  CheckParm(input_file_ptr, &in_parm);  
 
  num_runs = ReadNumRuns(input_file_ptr); 
 
  while(num_runs--) { 
    ReadParm(input_file_ptr, &in_parm); 
 DoOneRun(num_runs, &in_parm); 
 printf("finish one run\n"); 
  } 
  
  fclose(input_file_ptr); 
  return(0); 
} 
 
A1.3 Operating File 
/*********************************************************** 
 *  This is a Monte Carlo model of Light Propagation in 
 *  Turbid Medium under a 4-f Reflectance Mode Confocal 
 *  Microscope System [1], developed from MCML package.[2] 
 * 
 *  Ref: 
 *  [1] C. Tjokro and C. J. R. Sheppard, “Phase Space Analysis of  
 *  Photon Scattering in Multi Planes within a Microscope System”,  
 *  Proc.SPIE , 6163, 2006 (accepted). 
 *  [2] 14. L. Wang, S. L. Jacques, and L. Zheng, “MCML –  
 *  Monte Carlo Modeling of Light Transport in Multi-layered Tissues”,  


















#define PI 3.1415926 
#define EPSILON 0.002 
#define WEIGHT 1E-4  /* Critical weight for roulette. */ 
#define CHANCE 0.1  /* Chance of roulette survival. */ 
#define STRLEN 256  /* String length. */ 
#define REFLMODE 1  /* Reflection Mode System*/ 
 
 
#define Boolean char 
 
#define SIGN(x) ((x)>=0 ? 1:-1) 
 
#define STANDARDTEST 0 
  /* testing program using fixed rnd seed. */ 
 
#define PARTIALREFLECTION 0      
  /* 1=split photon, 0=statistical reflection. */ 
 
#define COSZERO (1.0-1.0E-12)  
  /* cosine of about 1e-6 rad. (0) */ 
 
#define COS90D  1.0E-6   




 * A random number generator from Numerical Recipes in C. 
 ****/ 
#define MBIG 1000000000 
#define MSEED 161803398 
#define MZ 0 
#define FAC 1.0E-9 
 
float ran3(int *idum) 
{ 
  static int inext,inextp; 
  static long ma[56]; 
  static int iff=0; 
  long mj,mk; 
  int i,ii,k; 
   
  if (*idum < 0 || iff == 0) { 
    iff=1; 
    mj=MSEED-(*idum < 0 ? -*idum : *idum); 
    mj %= MBIG; 
    ma[55]=mj; 
    mk=1; 
    for (i=1;i<=54;i++) { 
      ii=(21*i) % 55; 
      ma[ii]=mk; 
      mk=mj-mk; 
      if (mk < MZ) mk += MBIG; 
      mj=ma[ii]; 
    } 
    for (k=1;k<=4;k++) 
      for (i=1;i<=55;i++) { 
 ma[i] -= ma[1+(i+30) % 55]; 
 if (ma[i] < MZ) ma[i] += MBIG; 
      } 
    inext=0; 
    inextp=31; 
    *idum=1; 
  } 
  if (++inext == 56) inext=1; 
  if (++inextp == 56) inextp=1; 
  mj=ma[inext]-ma[inextp]; 
  if (mj < MZ) mj += MBIG; 
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  ma[inext]=mj; 









 * Generate a random number between 0 and 1.  Take a  
 * number as seed the first time entering the function.   
 * The seed is limited to 1<<15.   
 * We found that when idum is too large, ran3 may return  




  static Boolean first_time=1; 
  static int idum; /* seed for ran3. */ 
   
  if(first_time) { 
#if STANDARDTEST /* Use fixed seed to test the program. */ 
    idum = - 1; 
#else 
    idum = -(int)time(NULL)%(1<<15); 
   /* use 16-bit integer as the seed. */ 
#endif 
    ran3(&idum); 
    first_time = 0; 
    idum = 1; 
  } 
   




void NormCosDir(PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr){ 
  /* Normalize the cosine directions */ 
double temp2=sqrt(Photon_Ptr->uz*Photon_Ptr->uz+ 
     Photon_Ptr->uy*Photon_Ptr->uy+ 
     Photon_Ptr->ux*Photon_Ptr->ux); 
 
  Photon_Ptr->ux = Photon_Ptr->ux/temp2; 
  Photon_Ptr->uy = Photon_Ptr->uy/temp2; 





 * Move the photon s away in the current layer of medium.   
 ****/ 
void Hop(PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr) 
{ 
  double s = Photon_Ptr->s; 
 
  Photon_Ptr->x += s*Photon_Ptr->ux; 
  Photon_Ptr->y += s*Photon_Ptr->uy; 




 * Compute the Fresnel reflectance. 
 * 
 * Make sure that the cosine of the incident angle a1 
 * is positive, and the case when the angle is greater  
 * than the critical angle is ruled out. 
 * 
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 *  Avoid trigonometric function operations as much as 
 * possible, because they are computation-intensive. 
 ****/ 
double RFresnel(double n1, /* incident refractive index.*/ 
   double n2, /* transmit refractive index.*/ 
   double ca1, /* cosine of the incident */ 
     /* angle. 0<a1<90 degrees. */ 
   double * ca2_Ptr)  /* pointer to the */ 
     /* cosine of the transmission */ 
     /* angle. a2>0. */ 
{ 
  double r; 
   
  if(n1==n2) {      /** matched boundary. **/ 
    *ca2_Ptr = ca1; 
    r = 0.0; 
  } 
  else if(ca1>COSZERO) { /** normal incident. **/ 
    *ca2_Ptr = ca1; 
    r = (n2-n1)/(n2+n1); 
    r *= r; 
  } 
  else if(ca1<COS90D)  { /** very slant. **/ 
    *ca2_Ptr = 0.0; 
    r = 1.0; 
  } 
  else  {       /** general. **/ 
    double sa1, sa2;  
   /* sine of the incident and transmission angles. */ 
    double ca2; 
     
    sa1 = sqrt(1-ca1*ca1); 
    sa2 = n1*sa1/n2; 
    if(sa2>=1.0) { // equal to say  
   /* double check for total internal reflection. */ 
      *ca2_Ptr = 0.0; 
      r = 1.0; 
    } 
    else  { 
      double cap, cam; /* cosines of the sum ap or */ 
      /* difference am of the two */ 
      /* angles. ap = a1+a2 */ 
      /* am = a1 - a2. */ 
      double sap, sam; /* sines. */ 
       
      *ca2_Ptr = ca2 = sqrt(1-sa2*sa2); 
       
      cap = ca1*ca2 - sa1*sa2; /* c+ = cc - ss. */ 
      cam = ca1*ca2 + sa1*sa2; /* c- = cc + ss. */ 
      sap = sa1*ca2 + ca1*sa2; /* s+ = sc + cs. */ 
      sam = sa1*ca2 - ca1*sa2; /* s- = sc - cs. */ 
      r = 0.5*sam*sam*(cam*cam+cap*cap)/(sap*sap*cam*cam);  
  /* rearranged for speed. */ 
    } 
  } 





 * Compute the specular reflection.  
 * 
 * If the first layer is a turbid medium, use the Fresnel 
 * reflection from the boundary of the first layer as the  
 * specular reflectance. 
 * 
 * If the first layer is glass, multiple reflections in 
 * the first layer is considered to get the specular 
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 * reflectance. 
 * 
 * The subroutine assumes the Layerspecs array is correctly  
 * initialized. 
 ****/ 
double Rspecular(LayerStruct * Layerspecs_Ptr) 
{ 
  double r1, r2; 
 /* direct reflections from the 1st and 2nd layers. */ 
  double temp; 
   
  temp =(Layerspecs_Ptr[0].n - Layerspecs_Ptr[1].n) 
    /(Layerspecs_Ptr[0].n + Layerspecs_Ptr[1].n); 
  r1 = temp*temp; 
 





 * Calculation of Photon Initial Direction. 
 ****/ 
void PhotonInit(InputStruct * In_Ptr, PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr) 
{ 
  double D = In_Ptr->d_lens; 
  double f = In_Ptr->f_lens; 
  double dist = In_Ptr->dist; 
  double ni= In_Ptr->layerspecs[0].n; 
  double nt= In_Ptr->layerspecs[1].n; 
  double z_f = (In_Ptr->f_lens-In_Ptr->dist); 
  double v1, v2, R, temp1, Rsurf, rho; 
  double ux, uy, uz, temp2; 
  double rmin, rz, zr, z0=0.0; 
 
  FILE *file3; 
 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(nt*z_f))<EPSILON){ 
    file3 = fopen(In_Ptr->out_fname3, "a"); 
    if(file3 == NULL) nrerror("Cannot open init-file 3 to write.\n"); 
  } 
 
    if(In_Ptr->layerspecs[1].mus==0) 
  Photon_Ptr->n_scat=0; 
 else 
  Photon_Ptr->n_scat=-1; // do not count the first step size 
calculation 
 
    Photon_Ptr->hit_tag=0; 
    Photon_Ptr->det_tag=0; 
 Photon_Ptr->lens1_tag=0; 
 
  /* Photon Position Initialization */ 
  temp1=2.0*PI*RandomNum(); 
  Rsurf=(D/2.0)*z_f/f; 
 
  v1=RandomNum(); 
  rho=sqrt(v1)*D/2; //distribution on the objective lens 
 
  Photon_Ptr->x = rho*cos(temp1); 
  Photon_Ptr->y = rho*sin(temp1); 
  Photon_Ptr->z = -dist; // initial position on ObPin 
 
  /* Photon direction initialization in the medium */ 
  Photon_Ptr->uz = z_f+dist; // directed into the lens focus 
  Photon_Ptr->ux = -Photon_Ptr->x; 
  Photon_Ptr->uy = -Photon_Ptr->y; 
  NormCosDir(Photon_Ptr); 
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  /* Store information of initial photons */ 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(nt*z_f))<EPSILON) 
   fprintf(file3,"%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t\n", 
   Photon_Ptr->x,Photon_Ptr->y, 
   Photon_Ptr->ux,Photon_Ptr->uy,Photon_Ptr->uz); 
 
  Photon_Ptr->s=dist/Photon_Ptr->uz; 
  Hop(Photon_Ptr);  // move to the surface of medium 
 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(nt*z_f))<EPSILON) 





 * Initialize a photon packet. 
 ****/ 
void LaunchPhoton(double Rspecular, InputStruct * In_Ptr, 
PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr) 
{ 
  double ni= In_Ptr->layerspecs[0].n; 
  double nt= In_Ptr->layerspecs[1].n; 
  double uz1; 
 
  /* Photon is initialized & directed to focal point */ 
  PhotonInit(In_Ptr,Photon_Ptr); 
 
  /* Weight of photon at the first point inside medium */ 
  Photon_Ptr->w = 1.0 - RFresnel(ni, nt, Photon_Ptr->uz, &uz1);  
 
  /* Refractive index adjustment */ 
  Photon_Ptr->ux *= ni/nt; 
  Photon_Ptr->uy *= ni/nt; 
  Photon_Ptr->uz = uz1; 
  NormCosDir(Photon_Ptr); 
 
  Photon_Ptr->dead  = 0; 
  Photon_Ptr->layer = 1; 
  Photon_Ptr->s = 0.0; 





 * Choose (sample) a new theta angle for photon propagation 
 * according to the anisotropy. 
 * 
 * If anisotropy g is 0, then 
 *  cos(theta) = 2*rand-1. 
 * otherwise 
 *  sample according to the Henyey-Greenstein function. 
 * 
 * Returns the cosine of the polar deflection angle theta. 
 ****/ 
double SpinTheta(double g) 
{ 
  double cost; 
   
  if(g == 0.0)  
    cost = 2*RandomNum() -1; 
  else { 
    double temp = (1-g*g)/(1-g+2*g*RandomNum()); 
    cost = (1+g*g - temp*temp)/(2*g); 
 if(cost < -1) cost = -1; 
 else if(cost > 1) cost = 1; 
  } 






 * Choose a new direction for photon propagation by  
 * sampling the polar deflection angle theta and the  
 * azimuthal angle psi. 
 * 
 * Note: 
 *   theta: 0 - pi so sin(theta) is always positive  
 *   feel free to use sqrt() for cos(theta). 
 *  
 *   psi:   0 - 2pi  
 *   for 0-pi  sin(psi) is +  
 *   for pi-2pi sin(psi) is -  
 ****/ 
void Spin(double g, PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr) 
{ 
  double cost, sint; /* cosine and sine of the */ 
      /* polar deflection angle theta. */ 
  double cosp, sinp; /* cosine and sine of the */ 
      /* azimuthal angle psi. */ 
  double ux = Photon_Ptr->ux; 
  double uy = Photon_Ptr->uy; 
  double uz = Photon_Ptr->uz; 
  double psi; 
 
  cost = SpinTheta(g); 
  sint = sqrt(1.0 - cost*cost);  
 /* sqrt() is faster than sin(). */ 
 
  psi = 2.0*PI*RandomNum(); /* spin psi 0-2pi. */ 
  cosp = cos(psi); 
  if(psi<PI) 
    sinp = sqrt(1.0 - cosp*cosp); 
   /* sqrt() is faster than sin(). */ 
  else 
    sinp = - sqrt(1.0 - cosp*cosp);  
   
  if(fabs(uz) > COSZERO)  {  /* normal incident. */ 
    Photon_Ptr->ux = sint*cosp; 
    Photon_Ptr->uy = sint*sinp; 
    Photon_Ptr->uz = cost*SIGN(uz);  
   /* SIGN() is faster than division. */ 
  } 
  else  {  /* regular incident. */ 
    double temp = sqrt(1.0 - uz*uz); 
    Photon_Ptr->ux = sint*(ux*uz*cosp - uy*sinp) 
     /temp + ux*cost; 
    Photon_Ptr->uy = sint*(uy*uz*cosp + ux*sinp) 
     /temp + uy*cost; 
    Photon_Ptr->uz = -sint*cosp*temp + uz*cost; 





 * If uz != 0, return the photon step size in glass,  
 * Otherwise, return 0. 
 * 
 * The step size is the distance between the current  
 * position and the boundary in the photon direction. 
 * 
 * Make sure uz !=0 before calling this function. 
 ****/ 
void StepSizeInGlass(PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr, 
      InputStruct * In_Ptr) 
{ 
  double dl_b; /* step size to boundary. */ 
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  short  layer = Photon_Ptr->layer; 
  double uz = Photon_Ptr->uz; 
   
  /* Stepsize to the boundary. */ 
  if(uz>0.0) 
    dl_b = (In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].z1 - Photon_Ptr->z) 
     /uz; 
  else if(uz<0.0) 
    dl_b = (In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].z0 - Photon_Ptr->z) 
     /uz; 
  else 
    dl_b = 0.0; 
   




 * Pick a step size for a photon packet when it is in  
 * tissue. 
 * If the member sleft is zero, make a new step size  
 * with: -log(rnd)/(mua+mus). 
 * Otherwise, pick up the leftover in sleft. 
 * 
 * Layer is the index to layer. 
 * In_Ptr is the input parameters. 
 ****/ 
void StepSizeInTissue(PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr, 
       InputStruct  * In_Ptr) 
{ 
  short  layer = Photon_Ptr->layer; 
  double mua = In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].mua; 
  double mus = In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].mus; 
   
  if(Photon_Ptr->sleft == 0.0) {  /* make a new step. */ 
    double rnd; 
     
    Photon_Ptr->n_scat++;  /* update # scattering here */ 
 
    do rnd = RandomNum();  
      while( rnd <= 0.0 );    /* avoid zero. */ 
  
    Photon_Ptr->s = -log(rnd)/(mua+mus); 
  } 
  else {  
    /* take the leftover. */ 
    Photon_Ptr->s = Photon_Ptr->sleft/(mua+mus); 
    Photon_Ptr->sleft = 0.0; 




 * Check if the step will hit the boundary. 
 * Return 1 if hit boundary. 
 * Return 0 otherwise. 
 * 
 *  If the projected step hits the boundary, the members 
 * s and sleft of Photon_Ptr are updated. 
 ****/ 
Boolean HitBoundary(PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr, 
     InputStruct * In_Ptr) 
{ 
  double dl_b;  /* length to boundary. */ 
  short  layer = Photon_Ptr->layer; 
  double uz = Photon_Ptr->uz; 
  Boolean hit; 
   
  /* Distance to the boundary. */ 
  if(uz>0.0) 
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    dl_b = (In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].z1  
   - Photon_Ptr->z)/uz; /* dl_b>0. */ 
  else if(uz<0.0) 
    dl_b = (In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].z0  
   - Photon_Ptr->z)/uz; /* dl_b>0. */ 
   
  if(uz != 0.0) { 
   /* not horizontal & crossing. */ 
    if(Photon_Ptr->s > dl_b){ 
   double mut = In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].mua  
    + In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].mus; 
 
   Photon_Ptr->sleft = (Photon_Ptr->s - dl_b)*mut; /* [-] */ 
   Photon_Ptr->s    = dl_b; 
   hit = 1; 
    } 
 else 
   hit = 0; 
  }   
  else 
    hit = 0; 
   




 * Drop photon weight inside the tissue (not glass). 
 * 
 *  The photon is assumed not dead.  
 * 
 * The weight drop is dw = w*mua/(mua+mus). 
 * 
 * The dropped weight is assigned to the absorption array  
 * elements. 
 ****/ 
void Drop(InputStruct * In_Ptr, PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr, 
OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  double dwa; /* absorbed weight.*/ 
  double x = Photon_Ptr->x; 
  double y = Photon_Ptr->y; 
  int  iz, ir; /* index to z & r. */ 
  short  layer = Photon_Ptr->layer; 
  double mua, mus;   
   
  /* compute array indices. */ 
  iz = (int)(Photon_Ptr->z/In_Ptr->dz); 
  if(iz>In_Ptr->nz-1) iz=In_Ptr->nz-1; 
   
  ir = (int)(sqrt(x*x+y*y)/In_Ptr->dr); 
  if(ir>In_Ptr->nr-1) ir=In_Ptr->nr-1; 
   
  /* update photon weight. */ 
  mua = In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].mua; 
  mus = In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].mus; 
  dwa = Photon_Ptr->w * mua/(mua+mus); 
  Photon_Ptr->w -= dwa; 
   
  /* assign dwa to the absorption array element. */ 





 * The photon weight is small, and the photon packet tries  
 * to survive a roulette. 
 ****/ 
void Roulette(PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr) 
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{ 
  if(Photon_Ptr->w == 0.0)  
    Photon_Ptr->dead = 1; 
  else if(RandomNum() < CHANCE) /* survived the roulette.*/ 
    Photon_Ptr->w /= CHANCE; 
  else  





 * Function will return 1 if the photon is detected 
 * on the detector plane.  
 * Return 0 otherwise 
 *  Photon is now outside the medium 
 ****/ 
int PhotonIsDetected(InputStruct  * In_Ptr, 
    PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr) 
{ 
  double xd,yd, xl1,yl1,rl1, temp1; 
   
 
  double x = Photon_Ptr->x; 
  double y = Photon_Ptr->y; 
  double z = Photon_Ptr->z; 
 
  double ux = Photon_Ptr->ux; 
  double uy = Photon_Ptr->uy; 
  double uz = Photon_Ptr->uz; 
 
  double n1 = In_Ptr->layerspecs[0].n; 
  double n2 = In_Ptr->layerspecs[Photon_Ptr->layer].n; 
 
  double z_f = (In_Ptr->f_lens-In_Ptr->dist); 
  double rd; 
 
  FILE *file6; 
 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n2*z_f))<EPSILON){ 
    file6 = fopen(In_Ptr->out_fname6, "a"); 
    if(file6 == NULL) nrerror("Cannot open imp-file 6 to write.\n"); 
  } /* file to store info on photons on ImP */ 
 
  /* check if the photon is going to miss Lens1 @ ObPout */ 
  xl1=fabs(x)+fabs((ux/-uz)*(In_Ptr->dist)); 
  yl1=fabs(y)+fabs((uy/-uz)*(In_Ptr->dist)); 
  rl1=sqrt(xl1*xl1+yl1*yl1); 
  if(rl1 < In_Ptr->d_lens/2.0) 
   Photon_Ptr->lens1_tag=1; // if it is within lens diameter 
 
  /* calculate position of photon on the detector plane */ 
  xd = -(x + (-ux)*(z_f/-uz));  
  yd = -(y + (-uy)*(z_f/-uz)); 
  rd = sqrt(xd*xd+yd*yd); 
 
  if(rd<(In_Ptr->d_detector/2.0)&&Photon_Ptr->hit_tag) 
    Photon_Ptr->det_tag = 1; // if it is within pinhole diameter 
 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n2*z_f))<EPSILON) 
        fprintf(file6,"%d\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n", 
  Photon_Ptr->number,xd,yd, 
Photon_Ptr->ux,Photon_Ptr->uy,Photon_Ptr->uz, 
  Photon_Ptr->n_scat,Photon_Ptr->lens1_tag, 
  Photon_Ptr->det_tag,Photon_Ptr->hit_tag); 
 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n2*z_f))<EPSILON) 
   fclose(file6); 
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 * Record the photon weight exiting the first layer(uz<0),  
 * no matter whether the layer is glass or not, to the  
 * reflection array. 
 * 
 * Update the photon weight as well. 
 ****/ 
void RecordR(double Refl, /* reflectance. */ 
    InputStruct  * In_Ptr, 
    PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr, 
    OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  double x = Photon_Ptr->x; 
  double y = Photon_Ptr->y; 
  int  ir, ia; /* index to r & angle. */ 
  double temp1, temp2; 
 
  temp1=sqrt(x*x+y*y)/(In_Ptr->dr);  
  ir =(int) (temp1); 
  if(ir>In_Ptr->nr-1) ir=In_Ptr->nr-1; 
   
  ia = (short)(acos(-Photon_Ptr->uz)/In_Ptr->da); 
  if(ia>In_Ptr->na-1) ia=In_Ptr->na-1; 
   
  temp2=Photon_Ptr->w*(1.0-Refl); 
  /* assign photon to the reflection array element. */ 
  Out_Ptr->Rd_ra[ir][ia] += temp2; 
  
  if(PhotonIsDetected(In_Ptr,Photon_Ptr) && REFLMODE){ 
 
    Out_Ptr->photon_det +=temp2; 
  } 
   




 * Record the photon weight exiting the last layer(uz>0),  
 * no matter whether the layer is glass or not, to the  
 * transmittance array. 
 * 
 * Update the photon weight as well. 
 *   Note: this sub-function is not used 
 ****/ 
void RecordT(double Refl, InputStruct * In_Ptr, PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr, 
           OutStruct *Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  double x = Photon_Ptr->x; 
  double y = Photon_Ptr->y; 
  int  ir, ia; /* index to r & angle. */ 
  double temp; 
 
  temp=sqrt(x*x+y*y)/(In_Ptr->dr);  
  ir =(int) (temp); 
  if(ir>In_Ptr->nr-1) ir=In_Ptr->nr-1; 
   
  ia = (short)(acos(Photon_Ptr->uz)/In_Ptr->da); 
  if(ia>In_Ptr->na-1) ia=In_Ptr->na-1; 
   
  /* assign photon to the transmittance array element. */ 
  Out_Ptr->Tt_ra[ir][ia] += Photon_Ptr->w*(1.0-Refl); 
 






 * Decide whether the photon will be transmitted or  
 * reflected on the upper boundary (uz<0) of the current  
 * layer. 
 * 
 * If "layer" is the first layer, the photon packet will  
 * be partially transmitted and partially reflected if  
 * PARTIALREFLECTION is set to 1, 
 * or the photon packet will be either transmitted or  
 * reflected determined statistically if PARTIALREFLECTION  
 * is set to 0. 
 * 
 * Record the transmitted photon weight as reflection.   
 * 
 * If the "layer" is not the first layer and the photon  
 * packet is transmitted, move the photon to "layer-1". 
 * 
 * Update the photon parmameters. 
 ****/ 
void CrossUpOrNot(InputStruct * In_Ptr, PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr, 
         OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  double uz = Photon_Ptr->uz; /* z directional cosine. */ 
  double uz1; /* cosines of transmission alpha. always */ 
    /* positive. */ 
  double r=0.0; /* reflectance */ 
  short  layer = Photon_Ptr->layer; 
  double ni = In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].n; 
  double nt = In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer-1].n; 
   
  /* Get r. */ 
  if( - uz <= In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].cos_crit0)  
    r=1.0;        /* total internal reflection. */ 
  else 
 r = RFresnel(ni, nt, -uz, &uz1); 
 
   
#if PARTIALREFLECTION 
  if(layer == 1 && r<1.0) { /* partially transmitted. */ 
    Photon_Ptr->uz = -uz1; /* transmitted photon. */ 
    RecordR(r, In_Ptr, Photon_Ptr, Out_Ptr); 
    Photon_Ptr->uz = -uz; /* reflected photon. */ 
  }   
  else if(RandomNum() > r) {/* transmitted to layer-1. */ 
    Photon_Ptr->layer--; 
    Photon_Ptr->ux *= ni/nt; 
    Photon_Ptr->uy *= ni/nt; 
    Photon_Ptr->uz = -uz1; 
 NormCosDir(Photon_Ptr); 
  } 
  else           /* reflected. */ 
    Photon_Ptr->uz = -uz; 
#else 
  if(RandomNum() > r) {  /* transmitted to layer-1. */ 
    Photon_Ptr->ux *= ni/nt; 
    Photon_Ptr->uy *= ni/nt; 
    Photon_Ptr->uz = -uz1;  
    NormCosDir(Photon_Ptr); 
 
 if(layer==1)  { //exit 
   RecordR(0.0, In_Ptr, Photon_Ptr, Out_Ptr); 
      Photon_Ptr->dead = 1; 
    } 
    else { // transmitted to layer-1 
      Photon_Ptr->layer--; 
    } 
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  } 
  else       /* reflected. */ 





 * Decide whether the photon will be transmitted  or be  
 * reflected on the bottom boundary (uz>0) of the current  
 * layer. 
 * 
 * If the photon is transmitted, move the photon to  
 * "layer+1". If "layer" is the last layer, record the  
 * transmitted weight as transmittance. See comments for  
 * CrossUpOrNot. 
 * 
 * Update the photon parmameters. 
 ****/ 
void CrossDnOrNot(InputStruct *In_Ptr, PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr, 
         OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  double uz = Photon_Ptr->uz; /* z directional cosine. */ 
  double uz1; /* cosines of transmission alpha. */ 
  double r=0.0; /* reflectance */ 
  short  layer = Photon_Ptr->layer; 
  double ni = In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].n; 
  double nt = In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer+1].n; 
   
  /* Get r. */ 
  if( uz <= In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].cos_crit1)  
    r=1.0;  /* total internal reflection. */ 
  else r = RFresnel(ni, nt, uz, &uz1); 
   
#if PARTIALREFLECTION  
  if(layer == In_Ptr->num_layers && r<1.0) { 
    Photon_Ptr->uz = uz1; 
    RecordT(r, In_Ptr, Photon_Ptr, Out_Ptr); 
    Photon_Ptr->uz = -uz; 
  } 
  else if(RandomNum() > r) {/* transmitted to layer+1. */ 
    Photon_Ptr->layer++; 
    Photon_Ptr->ux *= ni/nt; 
    Photon_Ptr->uy *= ni/nt; 
    Photon_Ptr->uz = uz1; 
 NormCosDir(Photon_Ptr); 
  } 
  else       /* reflected. */ 
    Photon_Ptr->uz = -uz; 
#else 
  if(RandomNum() > r) {  /* transmitted to layer+1. */ 
    if(layer == In_Ptr->num_layers) { 
      Photon_Ptr->uz = uz1; 
      RecordT(0.0, In_Ptr, Photon_Ptr, Out_Ptr); 
      Photon_Ptr->dead = 1; 
    } 
    else { 
      Photon_Ptr->layer++; 
      Photon_Ptr->ux *= ni/nt; 
      Photon_Ptr->uy *= ni/nt; 
      Photon_Ptr->uz = uz1; 
   NormCosDir(Photon_Ptr); 
    } 
  } 
  else       /* reflected. */ 







void CrossOrNot(InputStruct * In_Ptr, PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr, 
       OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  
  if(Photon_Ptr->uz < 0.0){ 
    CrossUpOrNot(In_Ptr, Photon_Ptr, Out_Ptr); 
  } 
  else{ 
    CrossDnOrNot(In_Ptr, Photon_Ptr, Out_Ptr); 




 * Move the photon packet in glass layer. 
 * Horizontal photons are killed because they will 
 * never interact with tissue again. 
 ****/ 
void HopInGlass(InputStruct * In_Ptr, PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr,  
OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  double uz = Photon_Ptr->uz; 
  double n0 = In_Ptr->layerspecs[0].n; 
  double n1 = In_Ptr->layerspecs[1].n; 
  double z_f = (In_Ptr->f_lens-In_Ptr->dist); 
 
  FILE *file4; 
 
  /* file to store info on photons on FoP */ 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n1*z_f))<EPSILON){ 
    file4 = fopen(In_Ptr->out_fname4, "a"); 
    if(file4 == NULL) nrerror("Cannot open file 4 to write.\n"); 
  } 
 
  if (uz != 0.0){ 
 if(uz>0 && HitMirror(Photon_Ptr, In_Ptr)){ /* mirror reflection */ 
   Hop(Photon_Ptr); 
 
   if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n1*z_f))<EPSILON) 
        fprintf(file4,"%d\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%d\n", 
   Photon_Ptr->number,Photon_Ptr->x,Photon_Ptr->y, 
   Photon_Ptr->ux,Photon_Ptr->uy,Photon_Ptr->uz, 
   Photon_Ptr->n_scat); 
      
   Photon_Ptr->uz=-uz; 
 } 
 
 StepSizeInGlass(Photon_Ptr, In_Ptr); 
    Hop(Photon_Ptr); 
    CrossOrNot(In_Ptr, Photon_Ptr, Out_Ptr); 
  } 
  else{  /* horizontal photon in glass is killed. */ 
    Photon_Ptr->dead = 1; 
  } 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n1*z_f))<EPSILON) 




int HitMirror(PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr, 
   InputStruct * In_Ptr) 
{ 
  short  layer = Photon_Ptr->layer; 
  double dl_m;  /* length to embedded mirror. */ 
  double uz = Photon_Ptr->uz; 
  int hit = 0; 
  double mua=In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].mua; 
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  double mus=In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].mus; 
 
  /* Distance to the focal plane. */ 
  if(uz>0.0){ 
    double z_m=In_Ptr->z_mirror; 
    dl_m = (z_m - Photon_Ptr->z)/uz; /* dl_m>0. */ 
     
 if(mua == 0 && mus == 0) 
   Photon_Ptr->s = dl_m; 
 
    if(Photon_Ptr->s >= dl_m) { /* will hit mirror at next step */ 
        double mut = mua + mus; 
        Photon_Ptr->sleft = (Photon_Ptr->s - dl_m)*mut; 
 
        Photon_Ptr->s    = dl_m; 
        Photon_Ptr->hit_tag = 1; 
     hit=1; 
    } 
  } 
 





 * Set a step size, move the photon, drop some weight,  
 * choose a new photon direction for propagation.   
 * 
 * When a step size is long enough for the photon to  
 * hit an interface, this step is divided into two steps.  
 * First, move the photon to the boundary free of  
 * absorption or scattering, then decide whether the  
 * photon is reflected or transmitted. 
 * Then move the photon in the current or transmission  
 * medium with the unfinished stepsize to interaction  
 * site.  If the unfinished stepsize is still too long,  
 * repeat the above process.   
 ****/ 
void HopDropSpinInTissue(InputStruct * In_Ptr, PhotonStruct * Photon_Ptr, 
         OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  double n1 = In_Ptr->layerspecs[1].n; 
  double z_f = (In_Ptr->f_lens-In_Ptr->dist); 
 
  FILE *file4; 
 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n1*z_f))<EPSILON){ 
    file4 = fopen(In_Ptr->out_fname4, "a"); 
    if(file4 == NULL) nrerror("Cannot open file 4 to write.\n"); 
  } 
 
  StepSizeInTissue(Photon_Ptr, In_Ptr); 
/* NOTE: THE ARRANGEMENT BELOW IS ONLY FOR 1 LAYER MEDIUM */ 
  if(Photon_Ptr->uz>0 && HitMirror(Photon_Ptr, In_Ptr)){ 
 Hop(Photon_Ptr); // move to mirror plane.  
 
 if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n1*z_f))<EPSILON) 
        fprintf(file4,"%d\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%d\n", 
   Photon_Ptr->number,Photon_Ptr->x,Photon_Ptr->y, 
   Photon_Ptr->ux,Photon_Ptr->uy, 
   Photon_Ptr->uz, Photon_Ptr->n_scat); 
 
 Photon_Ptr->uz=-(Photon_Ptr->uz); 
  } 
  else if(HitBoundary(Photon_Ptr, In_Ptr)) { 
    Hop(Photon_Ptr); // move to boundary plane. 
    CrossOrNot(In_Ptr, Photon_Ptr, Out_Ptr); 
  } 
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  else{ 
    Hop(Photon_Ptr); 
 if (In_Ptr->layerspecs[Photon_Ptr->layer].mua) 
      Drop(In_Ptr, Photon_Ptr, Out_Ptr); 
  } 
  
  if(Photon_Ptr->sleft==0){ 
 Spin(In_Ptr->layerspecs[Photon_Ptr->layer].g, Photon_Ptr); 
 NormCosDir(Photon_Ptr); 
  } 
 
  if(fabs(In_Ptr->z_mirror-(n1*z_f))<EPSILON) 





void HopDropSpin(InputStruct  *  In_Ptr, PhotonStruct *  Photon_Ptr, 
         OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  short layer = Photon_Ptr->layer; 
 
  if((In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].mua == 0.0)  
   && (In_Ptr->layerspecs[layer].mus == 0.0)){  
 /* glass layer. */ 
    HopInGlass(In_Ptr, Photon_Ptr, Out_Ptr); 
  } 
  else 
 /* in tissue/turbid medium */ 
    HopDropSpinInTissue(In_Ptr, Photon_Ptr, Out_Ptr); 
   
  if( Photon_Ptr->w < In_Ptr->Wth && !Photon_Ptr->dead)  
    Roulette(Photon_Ptr); 
} 
 
A1.4 Input/Output Processing File 
/*********************************************************** 
 *  This is a Monte Carlo model of Light Propagation in 
 *  Turbid Medium under a 4-f Reflectance Mode Confocal 
 *  Microscope System [1], developed from MCML package.[2] 
 * 
 *  Ref: 
 *  [1] C. Tjokro and C. J. R. Sheppard, “Phase Space Analysis of  
 *  Photon Scattering in Multi Planes within a Microscope System”,  
 *  Proc.SPIE , 6163, 2006 (accepted). 
 *  [2] 14. L. Wang, S. L. Jacques, and L. Zheng, “MCML –  
 *  Monte Carlo Modeling of Light Transport in Multi-layered Tissues”,  


















#define PI 3.1415926 
#define WEIGHT 1E-4  /* Critical weight for roulette. */ 
#define CHANCE 0.1  /* Chance of roulette survival. */ 
#define STRLEN 256  /* String length. */ 
#define REFLMODE 1  /* Reflection Mode System*/ 
 
 
#define Boolean char 
 
#define SIGN(x) ((x)>=0 ? 1:-1) 
 
/*********************************************************** 
 * Structure used to check against duplicated file names. 
 ****/ 
struct NameList { 
  char name[STRLEN]; 
  struct NameList * next; 
}; 
 
typedef struct NameList NameNode; 




 * Center a string according to the column width. 
 ****/ 
char * CenterStr(short  Wid, char * InStr, char * OutStr) 
{ 
  int nspaces; /* number of spaces to be filled */ 
     /* before InStr. */ 
   
  nspaces = (Wid - strlen(InStr))/2; 
  if(nspaces < 0) nspaces = 0; 
   
  strcpy(OutStr, ""); 
  while(nspaces--)  strcat(OutStr, " "); 
   
  strcat(OutStr, InStr); 
   




 * Print some messages before starting simulation.   
 * e.g. author, address, program version, year. 
 ****/ 
#define COLWIDTH 80 
void ShowVersion() 
{ 
  char str[STRLEN]; 
 
  CenterStr(COLWIDTH, 
 "A Monte Carlo model of Light Propagation in Turbid Medium ", str); 
  puts(str); 
  CenterStr(COLWIDTH, 
 "under a 4-f Reflectance Mode Confocal Microscope System", str); 
  puts(str); puts(""); 
 
  CenterStr(COLWIDTH, 
  "Originally Developed by: L. Wang, S.L. Jacques ('95)", str);  
  puts(str); 
  CenterStr(COLWIDTH, "Modification by: Cahyadi Tjokro ('05)", str);  
  puts(str); puts(""); 






 * Get a filename and open it for reading, retry until  
 * the file can be opened.  '.' terminates the program. 
 *       
 * If Fname != NULL, try Fname first. 
 ****/ 
FILE *GetFile(char *Fname) 
{ 
  FILE * file=NULL; 
  Boolean firsttime=1; 
   
  do { 
    if(firsttime && Fname[0]!='\0') {  
   /* use the filename from command line */ 
      firsttime = 0; 
    } 
    else { 
      printf("Input filename(or . to exit):"); 
      scanf("%s", Fname); 
      firsttime = 0; 
    } 
 
    if(strlen(Fname) == 1 && Fname[0] == '.')  
      exit(1);   /* exit if no filename entered. */ 
     
    file = fopen(Fname, "r"); 
  }  while(file == NULL); 
   




 * Kill the ith char (counting from 0), push the following  
 * chars forward by one. 
 ****/ 
void KillChar(size_t i, char * Str) 
{ 
  size_t sl = strlen(Str); 
   




 * Eliminate the chars in a string which are not printing  
 * chars or spaces. 
 * 
 * Spaces include ' ', '\f', '\t' etc. 
 * 
 * Return 1 if no nonprinting chars found, otherwise  
 * return 0. 
 ****/ 
Boolean CheckChar(char * Str) 
{ 
  Boolean found = 0; /* found bad char. */ 
  size_t sl = strlen(Str); 
  size_t i=0; 
 
  while(i<sl)  
    if(isprint(Str[i]) || isspace(Str[i]))  
      i++; 
    else { 
      found = 1; 
      KillChar(i, Str); 
      sl--; 
    } 
     





 * Return 1 if this line is a comment line in which the  
 * first non-space character is "#". 
 * 
 * Also return 1 if this line is space line. 
 ****/ 
Boolean CommentLine(char *Buf) 
{ 
  size_t spn, cspn; 
   
  spn = strspn(Buf, " \t");  
  /* length spanned by space or tab chars. */ 
 
  cspn = strcspn(Buf, "#\n"); 
  /* length before the 1st # or return. */ 
 
  if(spn == cspn)  /* comment line or space line. */ 
 return(1); 
  else    /* the line has data. */   




 * Skip space or comment lines and return a data line only. 
 ****/ 
char* FindDataLine(FILE *File_Ptr) 
{ 
  char buf[STRLEN]; 
   
  buf[0] = '\0'; 
  do { /* skip space or comment lines. */ 
    if(fgets(buf, 255, File_Ptr) == NULL)  { 
      printf("Incomplete data\n"); 
      buf[0]='\0'; 
      break; 
    } 
    else 
      CheckChar(buf); 
  } while(CommentLine(buf)); 
   




 * Skip file version, then read number of runs. 
 ****/ 
short ReadNumRuns(FILE* File_Ptr) 
{ 
  char buf[STRLEN]; 
  short n=0; 
   
  FindDataLine(File_Ptr); /* skip file version. */ 
 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0') nrerror("Reading number of runs\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%hd",&n);          
  return(n); 
} 
 
   
/*********************************************************** 
 * Read the file name and the file format. 
 * 
 * The file format can be either A for ASCII or B for 
 * binary. 
 ****/ 
void ReadFnameFormat(FILE *File_Ptr, InputStruct *In_Ptr) 
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{ 
  char buf[STRLEN]; 
 
  /** read in file name and format 1. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0')  
 nrerror("Reading file name and format 1.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%s %c",  
 In_Ptr->out_fname1, &(In_Ptr->out_fformat1) ); 
  if(toupper(In_Ptr->out_fformat1) != 'B')  
 In_Ptr->out_fformat1 = 'A'; 
 
  /** read in file name and format 2. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0')  
 nrerror("Reading file name and format 2.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%s %c",  
 In_Ptr->out_fname2, &(In_Ptr->out_fformat2) ); 
  if(toupper(In_Ptr->out_fformat2) != 'B')  
 In_Ptr->out_fformat2 = 'A'; 
 
  /** read in file name and format 3. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0')  
 nrerror("Reading file name and format 3.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%s %c",  
 In_Ptr->out_fname3, &(In_Ptr->out_fformat3) ); 
  if(toupper(In_Ptr->out_fformat3) != 'B')  
 In_Ptr->out_fformat3 = 'A'; 
 
  /** read in file name and format 4. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0')  
 nrerror("Reading file name and format 4.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%s %c",  
 In_Ptr->out_fname4, &(In_Ptr->out_fformat4) ); 
  if(toupper(In_Ptr->out_fformat4) != 'B')  
 In_Ptr->out_fformat4 = 'A'; 
 
  /** read in file name and format 5. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0')  
 nrerror("Reading file name and format 5.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%s %c",  
 In_Ptr->out_fname5, &(In_Ptr->out_fformat5) ); 
  if(toupper(In_Ptr->out_fformat5) != 'B')  
 In_Ptr->out_fformat5 = 'A'; 
 
  /** read in file name and format 6. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0')  
 nrerror("Reading file name and format 6.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%s %c",  
 In_Ptr->out_fname6, &(In_Ptr->out_fformat6) ); 
  if(toupper(In_Ptr->out_fformat6) != 'B')  
 In_Ptr->out_fformat6 = 'A'; 
 
  /** read in file name and format 7. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0')  
 nrerror("Reading file name and format 7.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%s %c",  
 In_Ptr->out_fname7, &(In_Ptr->out_fformat7) ); 
  if(toupper(In_Ptr->out_fformat7) != 'B')  






 * Read the number of photons. 
 ****/ 
void ReadNumPhotons(FILE *File_Ptr, InputStruct *In_Ptr) 
{ 
  char buf[STRLEN]; 
 
  /** read in number of photons. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0')  
 nrerror("Reading number of photons.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%ld", &In_Ptr->num_photons); 
  if(In_Ptr->num_photons<=0)  





 * Read the Optical System Information, such as: 
 *  -> d_lens, f_lens, dist, & d_detector parameters. 
 ****/ 
void ReadOptSysInfo(FILE *File_Ptr, InputStruct *In_Ptr) 
{ 
  char buf[STRLEN]; 
 
  /** read in d_lens, f_lens. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0') nrerror("Reading d_lens, f_lens.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%Lf%Lf", &In_Ptr->d_lens, &In_Ptr->f_lens); 
  if(In_Ptr->d_lens<=0) nrerror("Nonpositive d_lens.\n"); 
  if(In_Ptr->f_lens<=0) nrerror("Nonpositive f_lens.\n"); 
 
  /** read in dist, d_detector. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0') nrerror("Reading dist, d_detector.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%Lf%Lf", &In_Ptr->dist, &In_Ptr->d_detector); 
  if(In_Ptr->dist<=0) nrerror("Nonpositive dist.\n"); 
  if(In_Ptr->d_detector<=0) nrerror("Nonpositive d_detector.\n"); 
 
  /** read in d_mirror, z_mirror. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0') nrerror("Reading d_mirror, z_mirror.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%Lf%Lf", &In_Ptr->d_mirror, &In_Ptr->z_mirror); 
  if(In_Ptr->d_mirror<=0) nrerror("Nonpositive d_mirror.\n"); 






 * Read the members dz and dr. 
 ****/ 
void ReadDzDr(FILE *File_Ptr, InputStruct *In_Ptr) 
{ 
  char buf[STRLEN]; 
 
  /** read in dz, dr. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0') nrerror("Reading dz, dr.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%LG%LG", &In_Ptr->dz, &In_Ptr->dr); 
  if(In_Ptr->dz<=0) nrerror("Nonpositive dz.(=%LG)\n",In_Ptr->dz); 





 * Read the members nz, nr, na. 
 ****/ 
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void ReadNzNrNa(FILE *File_Ptr, InputStruct *In_Ptr) 
{ 
  char buf[STRLEN]; 
 
  /** read in number of dz, dr, da. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0')  
 nrerror("Reading number of dz, dr, da's.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%hd%hd%hd",  
 &In_Ptr->nz, &In_Ptr->nr, &In_Ptr->na); 
  if(In_Ptr->nz<=0)  
 nrerror("Nonpositive number of dz's.\n"); 
  if(In_Ptr->nr<=0){ printf("%LG\n",In_Ptr->nr); 
 nrerror("Nonpositive number of dr's.\n"); 
  
  } 
  if(In_Ptr->na<=0)  
 nrerror("Nonpositive number of da's.\n"); 





 * Read the number of layers. 
 ****/ 
void ReadNumLayers(FILE *File_Ptr, InputStruct *In_Ptr) 
{ 
  char buf[STRLEN]; 
 
  /** read in number of layers. **/ 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0')  
 nrerror("Reading number of layers.\n"); 
  sscanf(buf, "%hd", &In_Ptr->num_layers); 
  if(In_Ptr->num_layers<=0)  





 * Read the refractive index n of the ambient. 
 ****/ 
void ReadAmbient(FILE *File_Ptr, LayerStruct * Layer_Ptr, char *side) 
{ 
  char buf[STRLEN], msg[STRLEN]; 
  double n; 
 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0') { 
    sprintf(msg, "Rading n of %s ambient.\n", side); 
 nrerror(msg); 
  } 
 
  sscanf(buf, "%LG", &n ); 
  if(n<=0) nrerror("Wrong n.\n"); 





 * Read the parameters of one layer. 
 * 
 * Return 1 if error detected. 
 * Return 0 otherwise. 
 * 
 * *Z_Ptr is the z coordinate of the current layer, which 
 * is used to convert thickness of layer to z coordinates 
 * of the two boundaries of the layer. 
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 ****/ 
Boolean ReadOneLayer(FILE *File_Ptr, LayerStruct * Layer_Ptr, double *Z_Ptr) 
{ 
  char buf[STRLEN]; 
  double d, n, mua, mus, g; /* d is thickness. */ 
 
  strcpy(buf, FindDataLine(File_Ptr)); 
  if(buf[0]=='\0') return(1); /* error. */ 
 
  sscanf(buf, "%LG%LG%LG%LG%LG", &n, &mua, &mus, &g, &d); 
  if(d<0 || n<=0 || mua<0 || mus<0 || g<0 || g>1)  
    return(1);   /* error. */ 
     
  Layer_Ptr->n = n; 
  Layer_Ptr->mua = mua;  
  Layer_Ptr->mus = mus;  
  Layer_Ptr->g   = g; 
  Layer_Ptr->z0 = *Z_Ptr; 
  *Z_Ptr += d; 
  Layer_Ptr->z1 = *Z_Ptr; 
 




 * Read the parameters of one layer at a time. 
 ****/ 
void ReadLayerSpecs(FILE *File_Ptr, short Num_Layers,   
     LayerStruct ** Layerspecs_PP) 
{ 
  char msg[STRLEN]; 
  short i=0; 
  double z = 0.0; /* z coordinate of the current layer. */ 
   
  /* Allocate an array for the layer parameters. */ 
  /* layer 0 and layer Num_Layers + 1 are for ambient. */ 
  *Layerspecs_PP = (LayerStruct *) 
    malloc((unsigned) (Num_Layers+2)*sizeof(LayerStruct)); 
  if (!(*Layerspecs_PP))  
    nrerror("allocation failure in ReadLayerSpecs()"); 
   
  ReadAmbient(File_Ptr, &((*Layerspecs_PP)[i]), "top");  
  for(i=1; i<=Num_Layers; i++)   
    if(ReadOneLayer(File_Ptr, &((*Layerspecs_PP)[i]), &z)) { 
      sprintf(msg, "Error reading %hd of %hd layers\n",  
     i, Num_Layers); 
   nrerror(msg); 
    } 




 * Compute the critical angles for total internal 
 * reflection according to the relative refractive index 
 * of the layer. 
 * All layers are processed. 
 ****/ 
void CriticalAngle( short Num_Layers, LayerStruct ** Layerspecs_PP) 
{ 
  short i=0; 
  double n1, n2; 
   
  /* upper boundary: cos_crit0*/ 
  for(i=1; i<=Num_Layers; i++)  { 
    n1 = (*Layerspecs_PP)[i].n; 
    n2 = (*Layerspecs_PP)[i-1].n; 
    (*Layerspecs_PP)[i].cos_crit0 = n1>n2 ?  
  sqrt(1.0 - n2*n2/(n1*n1)) : 0.0; 
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 /* lower boundary: cos_crit1*/   
    n2 = (*Layerspecs_PP)[i+1].n; 
    (*Layerspecs_PP)[i].cos_crit1 = n1>n2 ?  
  sqrt(1.0 - n2*n2/(n1*n1)) : 0.0; 




 * Read in the input parameters for one run. 
 ****/ 
void ReadParm(FILE* File_Ptr, InputStruct * In_Ptr) 
{ 
  In_Ptr->Wth = WEIGHT; 
   
  ReadFnameFormat(File_Ptr, In_Ptr); 
  ReadNumPhotons(File_Ptr, In_Ptr); 
  ReadOptSysInfo(File_Ptr, In_Ptr); 
  ReadDzDr(File_Ptr, In_Ptr); 
  ReadNzNrNa(File_Ptr, In_Ptr); 
  ReadNumLayers(File_Ptr, In_Ptr); 
 
  ReadLayerSpecs(File_Ptr, In_Ptr->num_layers,  
    &In_Ptr->layerspecs); 




 * Return 1, if the name in the name list. 
 * Return 0, otherwise. 
 ****/ 
Boolean NameInList(char *Name, NameLink List) 
{ 
  while (List != NULL) { 
 if(strcmp(Name, List->name) == 0)  
   return(1); 
 List = List->next; 
  }; 




 * Add the name to the name list. 
 ****/ 
void AddNameToList(char *Name, NameLink * List_Ptr) 
{ 
  NameLink list = *List_Ptr; 
 
  if(list == NULL) { /* first node. */ 
 *List_Ptr = list = (NameLink)malloc(sizeof(NameNode)); 
 strcpy(list->name, Name); 
 list->next = NULL; 
  } 
  else {    /* subsequent nodes. */ 
 /* Move to the last node. */ 
 while(list->next != NULL) 
   list = list->next; 
 
 /* Append a node to the list. */ 
 list->next = (NameLink)malloc(sizeof(NameNode)); 
 list = list->next; 
 strcpy(list->name, Name); 
 list->next = NULL; 




 * Check against duplicated file names. 
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 * 
 * A linked list is set up to store the file names used 
 * in this input data file. 
 ****/ 
Boolean FnameTaken(char *fname, NameLink * List_Ptr) 
{ 
  if(NameInList(fname, *List_Ptr)) 
 return(1); 
  else { 
 AddNameToList(fname, List_Ptr); 
 return(0); 




 * Free each node in the file name list. 
 ****/ 
void FreeFnameList(NameLink List) 
{ 
  NameLink next; 
 
  while(List != NULL) { 
 next = List->next; 
 free(List); 
 List = next; 




 * Check the input parameters for each run. 
 ****/ 
void CheckParm(FILE* File_Ptr, InputStruct * In_Ptr) 
{ 
  short i_run; 
  short num_runs; /* number of independent runs. */ 
  NameLink head = NULL; 
  Boolean name_taken;/* output files share the same */ 
     /* file name.*/ 
  char msg[STRLEN]; 
   
  num_runs = ReadNumRuns(File_Ptr); 
  for(i_run=1; i_run<=num_runs; i_run++)  { 
    printf("Checking input data for run %hd\n", i_run); 
    ReadParm(File_Ptr, In_Ptr); 
 
    name_taken = FnameTaken(In_Ptr->out_fname1, &head); 
    if(name_taken)  
      sprintf(msg, "file name %s duplicated.\n",  
     In_Ptr->out_fname1); 
 
    free(In_Ptr->layerspecs); 
    if(name_taken) nrerror(msg); 
  } 
  FreeFnameList(head); 





 * Allocate the arrays in OutStruct for one run, and  
 * array elements are automatically initialized to zeros. 
 ****/ 
void InitOutputData(InputStruct In_Parm, OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  long n_photon = In_Parm.num_photons; 
  short nz = In_Parm.nz; 
  short nr = In_Parm.nr; 
  short na = In_Parm.na; 
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  short nl = In_Parm.num_layers;  
  /* remember to use nl+2 because of 2 for ambient. */ 
   
  if(nz<=0 || nr<=0 || na<=0 || nl<=0)  
    nrerror("Wrong grid parameters.\n"); 
   
  /* Init pure numbers. */ 
  Out_Ptr->Rsp = 0.0; 
  Out_Ptr->Rd  = 0.0; 
  Out_Ptr->A   = 0.0; 
  Out_Ptr->Tt  = 0.0; 
  Out_Ptr->photon_det = 0.0; 
   
  /* Allocate the arrays and the matrices. */ 
  Out_Ptr->Rd_ra = AllocMatrix(0,nr-1,0,na-1); 
  Out_Ptr->Rd_r  = AllocVector(0,nr-1); 
  Out_Ptr->Rd_a  = AllocVector(0,na-1); 
   
  Out_Ptr->A_rz  = AllocMatrix(0,nr-1,0,nz-1); 
  Out_Ptr->A_z   = AllocVector(0,nz-1); 
  Out_Ptr->A_l   = AllocVector(0,nl+1); 
   
  Out_Ptr->Tt_ra = AllocMatrix(0,nr-1,0,na-1); 
  Out_Ptr->Tt_r  = AllocVector(0,nr-1); 
  Out_Ptr->Tt_a  = AllocVector(0,na-1); 
 
  Out_Ptr->out_data = AllocVector(0,10-1); 




 * Undo what InitOutputData did. 
 *  i.e. free the data allocations. 
 ****/ 
void FreeData(InputStruct In_Parm, OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  short nz = In_Parm.nz; 
  short nr = In_Parm.nr; 
  short na = In_Parm.na; 
  short nl = In_Parm.num_layers;  
  /* remember to use nl+2 because of 2 for ambient. */ 
   
  free(In_Parm.layerspecs); 
   
  FreeMatrix(Out_Ptr->Rd_ra, 0,nr-1,0,na-1); 
  FreeVector(Out_Ptr->Rd_r, 0,nr-1); 
  FreeVector(Out_Ptr->Rd_a, 0,na-1); 
   
  FreeMatrix(Out_Ptr->A_rz, 0, nr-1, 0,nz-1); 
  FreeVector(Out_Ptr->A_z, 0, nz-1); 
  FreeVector(Out_Ptr->A_l, 0,nl+1); 
   
  FreeMatrix(Out_Ptr->Tt_ra, 0,nr-1,0,na-1); 
  FreeVector(Out_Ptr->Tt_r, 0,nr-1); 




 * Get 1D array elements by summing the 2D array elements. 
 ****/ 
void Sum2DRd(InputStruct In_Parm, OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  short nr = In_Parm.nr; 
  short na = In_Parm.na; 
  short ir,ia; 
  double sum; 
   
  for(ir=0; ir<nr; ir++)  { 
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    sum = 0.0; 
    for(ia=0; ia<na; ia++) sum += Out_Ptr->Rd_ra[ir][ia]; 
    Out_Ptr->Rd_r[ir] = sum; 
  } 
   
  for(ia=0; ia<na; ia++)  { 
    sum = 0.0; 
    for(ir=0; ir<nr; ir++) sum += Out_Ptr->Rd_ra[ir][ia]; 
    Out_Ptr->Rd_a[ia] = sum; 
  } 
   
  sum = 0.0; 
  for(ir=0; ir<nr; ir++) sum += Out_Ptr->Rd_r[ir]; 




 * Return the index to the layer according to the index 
 * to the grid line system in z direction (Iz). 
 * 
 * Use the center of box. 
 ****/ 
short IzToLayer(short Iz, InputStruct In_Parm) 
{ 
  short i=1; /* index to layer. */ 
  short num_layers = In_Parm.num_layers; 
  double dz = In_Parm.dz; 
   
  while( (Iz+0.5)*dz >= In_Parm.layerspecs[i].z1  
 && i<num_layers) i++; 
   




 * Get 1D array elements by summing the 2D array elements. 
 ****/ 
void Sum2DA(InputStruct In_Parm, OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  short nz = In_Parm.nz; 
  short nr = In_Parm.nr; 
  short iz,ir; 
  double sum; 
   
  for(iz=0; iz<nz; iz++)  { 
    sum = 0.0; 
    for(ir=0; ir<nr; ir++) sum += Out_Ptr->A_rz[ir][iz]; 
    Out_Ptr->A_z[iz] = sum; 
  } 
   
  sum = 0.0; 
  for(iz=0; iz<nz; iz++) { 
    sum += Out_Ptr->A_z[iz]; 
    Out_Ptr->A_l[IzToLayer(iz, In_Parm)]  
   += Out_Ptr->A_z[iz]; 
  } 




 * Get 1D array elements by summing the 2D array elements. 
 ****/ 
void Sum2DTt(InputStruct In_Parm, OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  short nr = In_Parm.nr; 
  short na = In_Parm.na; 
  short ir,ia; 
  double sum; 
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  for(ir=0; ir<nr; ir++)  { 
    sum = 0.0; 
    for(ia=0; ia<na; ia++) sum += Out_Ptr->Tt_ra[ir][ia]; 
    Out_Ptr->Tt_r[ir] = sum; 
  } 
   
  for(ia=0; ia<na; ia++)  { 
    sum = 0.0; 
    for(ir=0; ir<nr; ir++) sum += Out_Ptr->Tt_ra[ir][ia]; 
    Out_Ptr->Tt_a[ia] = sum; 
  } 
   
  sum = 0.0; 
  for(ir=0; ir<nr; ir++) sum += Out_Ptr->Tt_r[ir]; 




 * Scale Rd and Tt properly. 
 * 
 * "a" stands for angle alpha. 
 **** 
 * Scale Rd(r,a) and Tt(r,a) by 
 *      (area perpendicular to photon direction) 
 *  x(solid angle)x(No. of photons). 
 * or 
 *  [2*PI*r*dr*cos(a)]x[2*PI*sin(a)*da]x[No. of photons] 
 * or 
 *  [2*PI*PI*dr*da*r*sin(2a)]x[No. of photons] 
 **** 
 * Scale Rd(r) and Tt(r) by 
 *  (area on the surface)x(No. of photons). 
 **** 
 * Scale Rd(a) and Tt(a) by 
 *  (solid angle)x(No. of photons). 
 ****/ 
void ScaleRdTt(InputStruct In_Parm, OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  short nr = In_Parm.nr; 
  short na = In_Parm.na; 
  double dr = In_Parm.dr; 
  double da = In_Parm.da; 
  short ir,ia; 
  double scale1, scale2; 
   
  scale1 = 4.0*PI*PI*dr*sin(da/2)*dr*In_Parm.num_photons; 
 /* The factor (ir+0.5)*sin(2a) to be added. */ 
 
  for(ir=0; ir<nr; ir++)   
    for(ia=0; ia<na; ia++) { 
      scale2 = 1.0/((ir+0.5)*sin(2.0*(ia+0.5)*da)*scale1); 
      Out_Ptr->Rd_ra[ir][ia] *= scale2; 
      Out_Ptr->Tt_ra[ir][ia] *= scale2; 
    } 
   
  scale1 = 2.0*PI*dr*dr*In_Parm.num_photons;   
 /* area is 2*PI*[(ir+0.5)*dr]*dr.*/  
 /* ir+0.5 to be added. */ 
 
  for(ir=0; ir<nr; ir++) { 
    scale2 = 1.0/((ir+0.5)*scale1); 
    Out_Ptr->Rd_r[ir] *= scale2; 
    Out_Ptr->Tt_r[ir] *= scale2; 
  } 
   
  scale1  = 2.0*PI*da*In_Parm.num_photons; 
    /* solid angle is 2*PI*sin(a)*da. sin(a) to be added. */ 
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  for(ia=0; ia<na; ia++) { 
    scale2 = 1.0/(sin((ia+0.5)*da)*scale1); 
    Out_Ptr->Rd_a[ia] *= scale2; 
    Out_Ptr->Tt_a[ia] *= scale2; 
  } 
   
  scale2 = 1.0/(double)In_Parm.num_photons; 
  Out_Ptr->Rd *= scale2; 




 * Scale absorption arrays properly. 
 ****/ 
void ScaleA(InputStruct In_Parm, OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  short nz = In_Parm.nz; 
  short nr = In_Parm.nr; 
  double dz = In_Parm.dz; 
  double dr = In_Parm.dr; 
  short nl = In_Parm.num_layers; 
  short iz,ir; 
  short il; 
  double scale1; 
   
  /* Scale A_rz. */ 
  scale1 = 2.0*PI*dr*dr*dz*In_Parm.num_photons;  
 /* volume is 2*pi*(ir+0.5)*dr*dr*dz.*/  
 /* ir+0.5 to be added. */ 
  for(iz=0; iz<nz; iz++)  
    for(ir=0; ir<nr; ir++)  
      Out_Ptr->A_rz[ir][iz] /= (ir+0.5)*scale1; 
   
  /* Scale A_z. */ 
  scale1 = 1.0/(dz*In_Parm.num_photons); 
  for(iz=0; iz<nz; iz++)  
    Out_Ptr->A_z[iz] *= scale1; 
   
  /* Scale A_l. Avoid int/int. */ 
  scale1 = 1.0/(double)In_Parm.num_photons;  
  for(il=0; il<=nl+1; il++) 
    Out_Ptr->A_l[il] *= scale1; 
   




 * Sum and scale results of current run. 
 ****/ 
void SumScaleResult(InputStruct In_Parm, OutStruct * Out_Ptr) 
{ 
  /* Get 1D & 0D results. */ 
  Sum2DRd(In_Parm, Out_Ptr); 
  Sum2DA(In_Parm,  Out_Ptr); 
  Sum2DTt(In_Parm, Out_Ptr); 
   
  ScaleRdTt(In_Parm, Out_Ptr); 




 * Write the version number as the first string in the  
 * file. 
 * Use chars only so that they can be read as either  
 * ASCII or binary. 
 ****/ 
void WriteVersion(FILE *file, char *Version) 
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{ 
  fprintf(file, "%s \t# Version number of the file format.\n\n", Version); 
  fprintf(file, "####\n# Data categories include: \n"); 
  fprintf(file, "# InParm, RAT, \n"); 
  fprintf(file, "# A_l, A_z, Rd_r, Rd_a, Tt_r, Tt_a, \n"); 




 * Write the input parameters to the file. 
 ****/ 
void WriteInParm(FILE *file, InputStruct In_Parm) 
{ 
  short i; 
   
  fprintf(file,  
 "InParm \t\t\t# Input parameters. mm is used.\n"); 
   
  fprintf(file, "%s \t\t\t# output file name, ASCII.\n", In_Parm.out_fname1); 
  fprintf(file, "%ld \t\t\t# No. of photons\n", In_Parm.num_photons); 
   
  fprintf(file, "%G\t%G\t\t# d_lens, f_lens [mm]\n",  
   In_Parm.d_lens,In_Parm.f_lens); 
  fprintf(file, "%G\t%G\t\t# dist, d_detector [mm]\n",  
   In_Parm.dist,In_Parm.d_detector); 
  fprintf(file, "%G\t%G\t\t# d_mirror, z_mirror [mm]\n", 
          In_Parm.d_mirror,In_Parm.z_mirror); 
 
  fprintf(file,  
 "%G\t%G\t\t# dz, dr [mm]\n", In_Parm.dz,In_Parm.dr); 
  fprintf(file, "%hd\t%hd\t%hd\t# No. of dz, dr, da.\n\n",  
   In_Parm.nz, In_Parm.nr, In_Parm.na); 
   
  fprintf(file,  
 "%hd\t\t\t\t\t# Number of layers\n", In_Parm.num_layers); 
  fprintf(file,  
 "#n\tmua\tmus\tg\td\t# One line for each layer\n");  
  fprintf(file,  
 "%G\t\t\t\t\t# n for medium above\n",  
 In_Parm.layerspecs[0].n);  
  for(i=1; i<=In_Parm.num_layers; i++)  { 
    LayerStruct s; 
    s = In_Parm.layerspecs[i]; 
    fprintf(file, "%G\t%G\t%G\t%G\t%G\t# layer %hd\n", 
     s.n, s.mua, s.mus, s.g, s.z1-s.z0, i); 
  } 
  fprintf(file, "%G\t\t\t\t\t# n for medium below\n\n",  




 * Write reflectance, absorption, transmission.  
 ****/ 
void WriteRATD(FILE * file, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
{ 
  fprintf(file,  
 "RAT #Reflectance, absorption, transmission, detected photons. \n"); 
 /* flag. */ 
 
  fprintf(file,  
 "%-14.6G \t#Specular reflectance [-]\n", Out_Parm.Rsp); 
  fprintf(file,  
 "%-14.6G \t#Diffuse reflectance [-]\n", Out_Parm.Rd); 
  fprintf(file,  
 "%-14.6G \t#Absorbed fraction [-]\n", Out_Parm.A); 
  fprintf(file,  
 "%-14.6G \t#Transmittance [-]\n", Out_Parm.Tt); 
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  fprintf(file,  
 "%-14.6G \t#Detected Photons [-]\n", Out_Parm.photon_det); 
 




 * Write absorption as a function of layer.  
 ****/ 
void WriteA_layer(FILE * file, short Num_Layers, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
{ 
  short i; 
   
  fprintf(file,  
 "A_l #Absorption as a function of layer. [-]\n"); 
 /* flag. */ 
 
  for(i=1; i<=Num_Layers; i++) 
    fprintf(file, "%12.4G\n", Out_Parm.A_l[i]); 




 * 5 numbers each line. 
 ****/ 
void WriteRd_ra(FILE * file, short Nr, short Na, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
{ 
  short ir, ia; 
   
  fprintf(file,  
   "%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n", /* flag. */ 
   "# Rd[r][angle]. [1/(mm2sr)].", 
   "# Rd[0][0], [0][1],..[0][na-1]", 
   "# Rd[1][0], [1][1],..[1][na-1]", 
   "# ...", 
   "# Rd[nr-1][0], [nr-1][1],..[nr-1][na-1]", 
   "Rd_ra"); 
   
  for(ir=0;ir<Nr;ir++) 
    for(ia=0;ia<Na;ia++)  { 
      fprintf(file, "%12.4E ", Out_Parm.Rd_ra[ir][ia]); 
      if( (ir*Na + ia + 1)%5 == 0) fprintf(file, "\n"); 
    } 
   




 * 1 number each line. 
 ****/ 
void WriteRd_r(FILE * file, short Nr, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
{ 
  short ir; 
   
  fprintf(file,  
 "Rd_r #Rd[0], [1],..Rd[nr-1]. [1/mm2]\n"); /* flag. */ 
   
  for(ir=0;ir<Nr;ir++) { 
    fprintf(file, "%12.4E\n", Out_Parm.Rd_r[ir]); 
  } 
   




 * 1 number each line. 
 ****/ 
void WriteRd_a(FILE * file, short Na, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
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{ 
  short ia; 
   
  fprintf(file,  
 "Rd_a #Rd[0], [1],..Rd[na-1]. [sr-1]\n"); /* flag. */ 
   
  for(ia=0;ia<Na;ia++) { 
    fprintf(file, "%12.4E\n", Out_Parm.Rd_a[ia]); 
  } 
   




 * 5 numbers each line. 
 ****/ 
void WriteTt_ra(FILE * file, short Nr, short Na, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
{ 
  short ir, ia; 
   
  fprintf(file,  
   "%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n", /* flag. */ 
   "# Tt[r][angle]. [1/(mm2sr)].", 
   "# Tt[0][0], [0][1],..[0][na-1]", 
   "# Tt[1][0], [1][1],..[1][na-1]", 
   "# ...", 
   "# Tt[nr-1][0], [nr-1][1],..[nr-1][na-1]", 
   "Tt_ra"); 
   
  for(ir=0;ir<Nr;ir++) 
    for(ia=0;ia<Na;ia++)  { 
      fprintf(file, "%12.4E ", Out_Parm.Tt_ra[ir][ia]); 
      if( (ir*Na + ia + 1)%5 == 0) fprintf(file, "\n"); 
    } 
   




 * 5 numbers each line. 
 ****/ 
void WriteA_rz(FILE * fileshort Nr, short Nz, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
{ 
  short iz, ir; 
   
  fprintf(file,  
   "%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n%s\n", /* flag. */ 
   "# A[r][z]. [1/mm3]", 
   "# A[0][0], [0][1],..[0][nz-1]", 
   "# A[1][0], [1][1],..[1][nz-1]", 
   "# ...", 
   "# A[nr-1][0], [nr-1][1],..[nr-1][nz-1]", 
   "A_rz"); 
   
  for(ir=0;ir<Nr;ir++) 
    for(iz=0;iz<Nz;iz++)  { 
      fprintf(file, "%12.4E ", Out_Parm.A_rz[ir][iz]); 
      if( (ir*Nz + iz + 1)%5 == 0) fprintf(file, "\n"); 
    } 
   




 * 1 number each line. 
 ****/ 
void WriteA_z(FILE * file, short Nz, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
{ 
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  short iz; 
   
  fprintf(file,  
 "A_z #A[0], [1],..A[nz-1]. [1/mm]\n"); /* flag. */ 
   
  for(iz=0;iz<Nz;iz++) { 
    fprintf(file, "%12.4E\n", Out_Parm.A_z[iz]); 
  } 
   




 * 1 number each line. 
 ****/ 
void WriteTt_r(FILE * file, short Nr, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
{ 
  short ir; 
   
  fprintf(file,  
 "Tt_r #Tt[0], [1],..Tt[nr-1]. [1/mm2]\n"); /* flag. */ 
   
  for(ir=0;ir<Nr;ir++) { 
    fprintf(file, "%12.4E\n", Out_Parm.Tt_r[ir]); 
  } 
   




 * 1 number each line. 
 ****/ 
void WriteTt_a(FILE * file, short Na, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
{ 
  short ia; 
   
  fprintf(file,  
 "Tt_a #Tt[0], [1],..Tt[na-1]. [sr-1]\n"); /* flag. */ 
   
  for(ia=0;ia<Na;ia++) { 
    fprintf(file, "%12.4E\n", Out_Parm.Tt_a[ia]); 
  } 
   






void WriteResult(InputStruct In_Parm, OutStruct Out_Parm, char * TimeReport) 
{ 
  FILE *file1; 
   
  file1 = fopen(In_Parm.out_fname1, "w"); 
  if(file1 == NULL) nrerror("Cannot open file 1 to write.\n"); 
 
  if(toupper(In_Parm.out_fformat1) == 'A')  
 WriteVersion(file1, "A1"); 
  else  
 WriteVersion(file1, "B1"); 
 
  fprintf(file1, "# %s", TimeReport); 
  fprintf(file1, "\n"); 
   
  WriteInParm(file1, In_Parm); 
  WriteRATD(file1, Out_Parm);  
 /* reflectance, absorption, transmittance, detected photons. */ 
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  /* 1D arrays. */ 
  WriteA_layer(file1, In_Parm.num_layers, Out_Parm); 
  WriteA_z(file1, In_Parm.nz, Out_Parm); 
  WriteRd_r(file1, In_Parm.nr, Out_Parm); 
  WriteRd_a(file1, In_Parm.na, Out_Parm); 
  WriteTt_r(file1, In_Parm.nr, Out_Parm); 
  WriteTt_a(file1, In_Parm.na, Out_Parm); 
   
  /* 2D arrays. */ 
  WriteA_rz(file1, In_Parm.nr, In_Parm.nz, Out_Parm); 
  WriteRd_ra(file1, In_Parm.nr, In_Parm.na, Out_Parm); 
  WriteTt_ra(file1, In_Parm.nr, In_Parm.na, Out_Parm); 
 
  fclose(file1); 
} 
 
void ReportOut(PhotonStruct *Photon, OutStruct *Out_Parm) 
{ 
 Out_Parm->out_data[0]=Photon->x;  
 Out_Parm->out_data[1]=Photon->y;  










void PrintPhotonData(FILE * file, OutStruct Out_Parm) 
{ 
  double x= Out_Parm.out_data[0]; 
  double y= Out_Parm.out_data[1]; 
  double z= Out_Parm.out_data[2]; 
  double ux= Out_Parm.out_data[3]; 
  double uy= Out_Parm.out_data[4]; 
  double uz= Out_Parm.out_data[5]; 
  int n_scat= Out_Parm.out_data[6]; 
  int lens1= Out_Parm.out_data[7]; 
  int det= Out_Parm.out_data[8]; 
  int hit= Out_Parm.out_data[9]; 
  fprintf(file, 
   "%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%LG\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n", 
   x,y,z,ux,uy,uz,n_scat,lens1,det,hit); 
} 
 
A1.5 Array and Error Handling File 
/*********************************************************** 
 *  This is a Monte Carlo model of Light Propagation in 
 *  Turbid Medium under a 4-f Reflectance Mode Confocal 
 *  Microscope System [1], developed from MCML package.[2] 
 * 
 *  Ref: 
 *  [1] C. Tjokro and C. J. R. Sheppard, “Phase Space Analysis of  
 *  Photon Scattering in Multi Planes within a Microscope System”,  
 *  Proc.SPIE , 6163, 2006 (accepted). 
 *  [2] 14. L. Wang, S. L. Jacques, and L. Zheng, “MCML –  
 *  Monte Carlo Modeling of Light Transport in Multi-layered Tissues”,  






 * Some routines modified from Numerical Recipes in C, 
 * including error report, array or matrix declaration 








 * Report error message to stderr, then exit the program 
 * with signal 1. 
 ****/ 
void nrerror(char error_text[]) 
      
{ 
  fprintf(stderr,"%s\n",error_text); 
  fprintf(stderr,"...now exiting to system...\n"); 




 * Allocate an array with index from nl to nh inclusive. 
 * 
 * Original matrix and vector from Numerical Recipes in C 
 * don't initialize the elements to zero. This will 
 * be accomplished by the following functions.  
 ****/ 
double *AllocVector(short nl, short nh) 
{ 
  double *v; 
  short i; 
   
  v=(double *)malloc((unsigned) (nh-nl+1)*sizeof(double)); 
  if (!v) nrerror("allocation failure in vector()"); 
   
  v -= nl; 
  for(i=nl;i<=nh;i++) v[i] = 0.0; /* init. */ 




 * Allocate a matrix with row index from nrl to nrh  
 * inclusive, and column index from ncl to nch 
 * inclusive. 
 ****/ 
double **AllocMatrix(short nrl,short nrh, short ncl,short nch) 
{ 
  short i,j; 
  double **m; 
   
  m=(double **) malloc((unsigned) (nrh-nrl+1) *sizeof(double*)); 
  if (!m) nrerror("allocation failure 1 in matrix()"); 
  m -= nrl; 
   
  for(i=nrl;i<=nrh;i++) { 
    m[i]=(double *) malloc((unsigned) (nch-ncl+1) *sizeof(double)); 
    if (!m[i]) nrerror("allocation failure 2 in matrix()"); 
    m[i] -= ncl; 
  } 
   
  for(i=nrl;i<=nrh;i++) 
    for(j=ncl;j<=nch;j++) m[i][j] = 0.0; 




 * Release the memory. 
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 ****/ 
void FreeVector(double *v,short nl,short nh) 
{ 




 * Release the memory. 
 ****/ 
void FreeMatrix(double **m,short nrl,short nrh,short ncl,short nch) 
{ 
  short i; 
   
  for(i=nrh;i>=nrl;i--) free((char*) (m[i]+ncl)); 
  free((char*) (m+nrl)); 
} 
